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1.0 introduction 

Nearly one of every four persons in Canada and the United States has some form of 

visual or hearing impairment (Baucom, 1996); with the baby-boom generation 

quickly approaching retirement, this number will increase at an astronomical rate, 

because of the sheer physical degeneration of eyes and ears. This Masters Degree 

Project (MDP) explores, using the principles of post-occupancy evaluation, how the 

design of public buildings can be improved to faditate their use by persons with 

reduced visual and hearing acuity (because of age, injury, or disease) by examining 

how National Hockey League (NHL) arenas perform in providing positi~~e 

experiences to patrons with such constraints. 

NHL arenas were chosen as the building paradigm to be examined because those in 

Canada form a suffiaently small sample to be examined (a total of six), and because 

they are large structures open to the general public, frequently financed by a 

combination of public and private monies, and used for a wide variety of spectator 

entertainment purposes (including such diverse events as circuses, tractor-pulls, 

rodeos, and trade exhibitions) that require an extensive and flexible range of 

solutions (Jewel, 1978; Petersen, 1996); a brief look at the history of hockey arenas is 

contained in Chapter 2. 

Although there have been studies (Dagdelen Ast, 1977) done and legislative 

solutions (Jeffers, 1977) imposed regarding mobility constraints, regrettably, there 

has been little speahc research into the needs or most effective solutions for 
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persons with hearing and visual problems in public facilities, despite a growing 

emphasis on Universal Design1 concepts (Mace, Hardie, and Place, 1991). 

Additionally, there is a public perception problem; "accessibility," to most people 

means "wheelchairs," with other physical incapaaties, such as vision and hearing 

loss, dixussed in glowing, but unsupported, generalities (Bednar, 1977). 

While Parts 17 and 24 of the Canadian Human Rights Act provide minimal 

requirements to ensure that buildings offer accommodation to the mobility- 

impaired, and Section 3.8 of the National Building Code (NBC) and provincial 

building codes detail requirements for wheelchairs quite extensively, Canada does 

not have a direct equivalent of the Americans with Disabilities Act in the United 

States; Chapter 3 provides more detail about such legislative and other measures, 

induding a look at non-binding international standards. Nevertheless, there seems 

to be a certain degree of "goodwill" on behalf of the six NHL arenas in Canada 

(Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton, Toronto, Ottawa, and Montreal) to go beyond the 

strict national, provincial, and avic regulations and provide services to patrons 

who have less-than-perfect hearing and vision. That more extensive 

accommodations are not provided is likely due to a lack of extant research and an 

understanding of what is both desirable and useful. 

Chapter 4 provides in-depth research material on the visual and audio aspects of . 

the buildings that are the basis for the tasks undertaken, details and analyzes the 

1 Universal Design is the current term that refers to architectwid and interior designs that 
m o v e  bamers that allow people with physical and mental impairments total access to 
buildings (Null and Cherry, 1996). It replaces "barrier-free design," which was the reference 
term for the removal of barriers that prevented penons with mobility restrictions specifically 
from using buildings (Bednar, 1977). 
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experiences obtained in the site visits (both in specific areas, as well as in tasks 

designed to test how well a patron can find their way), and draws a number of 

condusions, while Chapter 5 provides a series of recommendations. 

While this MDP explores the NHL arena as a building typology with respect to the 

specific issue raised, it does not explore other building-related concerns, induding 

spedfic access requirements for physical mobility issues of persons who may or 

may not be confined to wheelchairs (including elevators); air-quality standards that 

can interfere with perception by reducing sensory acuity and imposing health risks 

and physical barriers; and a range of other diverse problems, induding, but not 

limited to, the design and safety requirements (for both players and spectators) of 

safety glass, economic viability of the buildings, and diversity of tenants. Some of 

these concerns are explored in more detail in Chapter 6, which suggests directions 

for further study. 

In an era when "bigger is better," and the financial reality of building and 

maintaining such fadlities that demands an ever-increasing base of support from 

patrons, lessons learned from the strengths and weaknesses of the arenas visited 

can be applied to other large-scale public facilities. 

1.2 Ptocedurul Details 

After a review of litera- on post-occupancy evaluation, the planning and 

construction of arenas and associated infrastructure components, government 

legislation regarding the construction of facilities to better accommodate persons 

with hearing and sight impairments, and scientific research regarding human 
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abilities in visual and aural perception, all six arenas used by Canadian teams were 

visited by the author, who has limited depth-of-field and other visual performance 

difficulties. 

1.2.1 Post-Occupancy Evaluation 

While the visits conducted with respect to this MDP would not meet strict 

guidelines for scientific research, they are both understandable and allowed in 

architectural performance reviews known as post-occupancy evaluation (POE). 

A concerted effort to label and use POE as a tool began approximately thirty years 

ago (Maram and Spreckelmeyer, 1981) - although in one respect or another, has 

been around since building began (Becker, 1989) - and has all but disappeared 

from architectural literature within the last ten years. Part of the problem in the 

discontinuance of literature regarding the use of POE to analyze existing 

construction may have been because of the conflict between the architectural 

community, represented by Preiser (1989a), White (1991), and others, who feel that 

effective evaluation can only occur if the evaluation is systematic and rigorous, and 

the data organized and made available for future use, and the behavioural 

community, such as Sornmer (1983), who are considerably more open-ended in 

both their questions and responses in forming opinions and recommendations. 

That PO€ can be used to effect social changes is discussed in Vischer (1991). 

While each approach has its critics and supporters, this MDP draws from both in 

order to synthesize a more cohesive, interdisapllwy approach, in hopes of 

reviving both the interest and use of such evaluations both p r e  and post- 
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occupancy as a tool to improve the quality of life in buildings. As much as a doctor 

does not perform selfwaluations of his or her surgical procedures, it seems 

important to emphasize that the person least capable to evaluate a building is the 

architect who designed it, which tends to be the approach of the architectural 

community in their approach to POE, given the recent emphasis on reducing costs 

since the early 1990s. 

Zeisel(1989) makes the case for an integrative approach, arguing that 

(0)ur competition is not each other. It is the profssional gmtrps who believe 
that creating buildings is an end in i tseb that intuitive building eval uation 
leading to personal insight is suficient to complete the learning cycle, and that 
it makes little diffence what methods are used to assess buildings because you 
an' reully leum that much, anyway. 

However, as Yogi Berra once said (quoted in Zakia, 1994). "you can observe a lot by 

just looking around." The next section details how this advice was followed. 

1.2.2 Data Collection and Analysis 

Part of the attempt to "harmonize" both approaches to POE is evident in the 

method used to collect and analyze the data obtained during the site visits. The 

architectural approach is generally to examine the building in detail, using a form 

or checklist approach to evaluate a range of existing conditions; Gustafsson (1989) 

provides an excellent example of the creation and scoring of such a form. This 

example became the basis for the construction of the site evaluation form in 

Appendix 2, but included more subjective areas, such as "comfort level" of the 

evaluator, that are generally explored through the behavioural approach to POE. 
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Gustafsson was also faced having to set up a weighting system to evaluate his 

various points and discovered that an "'objective' distribution of weights" (such as 

described in Weaver, 1997) was cWicult to achieve, so he let his evaluators agree on 

the weight distribution on a case-byiase basis, based on the psychophysics work 

originally developed by Stevens (1975) and refined by Kvdlseth (1980). This method 

of data analysis was also adopted, albeit more simply, in this MDP. 

While it could be reasonably argued that there could be some bias in the data 

collection and analysis work contained in this MDP because there is but one person 

performing a range of objective and subjective evaluations, this approach is not 

unique. Wilson (1997) performed his experiment to examine passing on two-lane 

highways in Canada by driving from Sudbury, ON to Victoria, BC, return, on a 

selection of highways, resulting in data collection along more than 4000 lan of road. 

Chung and So (1997) used subjective comparison as a basis for research in 

measuring hearing, and Genaidy et a1 (2000) measured human expertise in - 

evaluating manual lifting tasks. Moreover, any inherent bias from using one 

evaluator would be the same across the six arenas visited, if a concerted attempt 

was made by the evaluator to replicate physical conditions (i-e., wearing the same 

shoes would allow measuring relative differences in floor texture) for each venue. 

In weighmg the proper approach to data collection and analysis, cost was also a - 

factor. Despite receiving funding from the faculty, the most cost-effective approach 

was to have one person visit all six arenas, as opposed to a range of subjects 

attending only one building, or being able to experience multiple buildings only 

via a virtual reality simulation. 
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Wang (2000) explored the benefits and problems of using such virtual reality (VR) 

simulations to test the perceptions of subjects in Light Rail Transit (LRT) stations by 

requiring subjects to navigate a situation that is not dissimilar to the wayfinding2 

tasks described herein. One problem he uncovered was that his sample pool was 

bias based on their previous experience with such computer simulations, and he 

found that while VR was a useful technique, it also suffered from a number of 

limitations, particularly in navigation, which fonns a cruaal part of this MDP. In 

testing his subjects by asking them to compare the usefulness of elevators, ramps, 

and signage to navigate a journey from one end of Calgary to the other he 

concluded that signage was the most effective in helping people find their way. 

Additionally, the cost and time constraints also resulted in the evaluation of 

lighting or sound conditions for this MDP without employing mechanical 

measuring devices. While the lack of quantitative numbers may be questioned, the 

evaluator self-tested and standardized observations by utilizing both Dreyhss' 

Environmental Tolerance Zone (as discussed in Machnald, 2000) and Hunt's 

(2000) definition of 'personal knowledge" to ensure as consistent a set of 

observations and reporting as possible. 

1.2.3 Mnit ion of "Site Visit" 

The standard visit (conducted at Edmonton, Calgary, Ottawa, and Toronto) 

consisted of amving at the venue several hours before the game, receiving a tour of 

- 

2 "Wayfinding" is defined as how people track where they are and how to get where they wish 
to go. The most comprehensive text on the topic is the classic Wqfinding: Peuple, S i p ,  and 
Architecture, by Arthur and Passini (1992), and was first used by Kevin Lynch in 1960. 
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the facility with a member of the staff, asking a series of questions regarding items 

of specific interest to persons with visual and hearing impairments (Appendix 1). 

The author then explored the fadlity alone, with camera and notebook, completing 

the site evaluation form, negotiating a series of simple tasks common to any patron 

attending a game (finding a specific seat, a concession stand, a washroom, a bank 

machine, a pay telephone, and the exit most appropriate for taking public 

transportation when leaving) and completed an evaluation form for each venue (a 

copy of the evaluation form and the raw data derived therefrom are included in 

Appendix 2) wed to compile the results in Tables 1 and 2 (pages 36 and 67). 

This review of the standards used to evaluate both visual and aural features, a 

detailed examination of the tasks, and the experiences at each arena, is located in 

Chapter 4, with general comments regarding each arena forming Appendix 3. 

Vancouver and Montrkal did not receive a "standard visit" as defined above. In the 

case of Vancouver, two separate visits were made; one during the hockey off- 

season, and one for part of one game. The Montrkl Canadiens flatly refused to 

partiapate in this project, resulting in a lack of specific comments from the 

organization on their facilities, however, the author did participate in the English- 

language public tour, and attended a game as a paying customer, therefore, 

comments on that facility are drawn from the author's experience, which would 

not be dissimilar to that of a regdm patton. 
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2.0 The Development of the Indoor Anna 

As a building form, the hockey arena is a relatively recent type, but construction of 

public venues for sporting events has a long and lively history. As Sheard (1998) so 

eloquently states, 

(7')hqr can be wonderful places, they cnn host the population of a city for a few 
hours and can wntain all of the gwd and bad in that part of society who are 
attracted to physical skill and endurance, and more recently vocal effort. They 
can be spectacular, uplifting buildings that punctuate our lives with en joy men t 
and sometrmetrmes disapinhnent. They can be pl~tces ofwonhip and inner thought 
and they can bind us with our fellow man like no other building. 

Perhaps the earliest arena was on Crete, in approximately 2400 B.C., where bull- 

leaping was performed by trained youths in front of a aowd sitting on elevated 

seats. The Coliseum and Circus Maximus entertained rnilLions during the height of 

the Roman Empire (Jewel, 1978). In some respects, hockey today, both the game 

and the venue, has borrowed extensively from these bloodthirsty models, albeit 

with a roof added for environmental control. 

The Victoria Skating Rink, built in Montreal in 1862 and designed by Lawford 6r 

Nelson, Architects, hosted the first hockey game played according to rules that 

dosely resemble today's on March 3,1875. In fact, because of the proportions of the 

building, it was the dimensions of that ice surface, which was 200 feet x 85 feet 

(60.96 x 25.9 m), that set the standard for today's NHL arenas. By the time the 

Westmount Arena, also in Montred, was completed in 1898 as the first purpose- 

built hockey arena, seating for 6,000 was accommodated in a grandstand around 

the ice surface that was endosed by b w d s  that were four feet (1.22 m) high. 
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The first game played indoors on artificial ice was in Vancouver in 1911 in the 

Vancouver Arena, owned and built by Frank and Lester Patrick, members of one of 

the founding families of NHL hockey (Strachan, 1999). Not only were games no 

longer dependant on the vagarities of the weather, but the rules began to change, 

reflecting the restricted ice surface. The number of players was reduced to six (from 

nine), and rubber balls were replaced with pucks (Messier, 1987). 

Following aeation of the NHL in 1917, more, and larger, buildings were 

constructed, including the original Montrkal Forum, designed by John S. Archibald 

in 1923-24, and Toronto's Maple Leaf Gardens, designed by Ross k Macdonald in 

1929-31. It is a testimony to the size (since enlarged), style, and design of Maple 

Leaf Gardens that it has only recently (1999) been replaced by Air Canada Centre as 

the home of the Toronto Maple Leafs. Both the Forum and Gardens were built to 

contain ice-making equipment, which consisted, then as now, of miles of thin, 

coiled pipes embedded in the concrete arena floor, through which a continuous 

flow of cold liquid was pumped that cawd water spread over the surface to 

freeze. With the development of ice resurfacers during the Second World War 

invented by and named for Canadian Frank Zamboni, improved lighting (both for 

spectators as well as broadcast crews) and electric timing devices - now frequently 

joined by extensive television displays and sophisticated loudspeaker systems - 
that patrons have been able to better follow the game while in progress. 

Indeed, in the past ten years, there has been a remarkable boom in the construction 

of hackey arenas. Constructed by a handful of large, corporate architectural firms 

(primarily Ellerbe Becket and HOK Sports Fadities Group), these behemoths 

frequently cost in excess of $200 million, bear the names of multinational corporate 
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sponsors, and symbolize the transformation of professional sports into "big 

business," complete with private boxes, club seating, and other perks for wealthy 

and indulgent patrons. No longer are the buildings for loyal fans and hockey 

cognoscenti, but for thriII-seeking consumers who attend any number of events 

held within, be they concerts, tractor-pulls, or basketball games (Petersen, 1996). 

But by their very nature of trying to be as many things possible to as many money- 

bearing customers, the current NHL arenas have evolved. Hockey, entertainment, 

and money have always been closely intertwined, with emphasis in the bulk of the 

twentieth century to the first, but what is noticeable in the last five to ten years is 

that entertainment and commerce have become more important- 

(Tlus chapter owes a great debt to the unpublished work of Howard Shubert of the 

Canadian Centre for Architecture, who is currently engaged in writing a history of 

Canadian hockey arenas.) 
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3.0 Existing Legislation and Standards 

3.1 Federal Regulations 

As virtually all NHL arenas are designed primarily by architectural firms based in 

the United States, a brief examination of the standards used by both Canada and 

the United States is a useful exercise. In the United States, the Americans with 

Disabilities Act (ADA) is an all-encompassing piece of legislation passed in 1990, 

that mandates "reasonable accommodation" in all buildings used by the public, 

whether publicly or privately financed. The need to provide "reasonable 

accommodation" under ADA falls into one of Ovee categories: 

1. Making the workplace or facility accessible. 

2. Changmg the way a job or service is normally handled or provided. 

3. Providing or mo-g equipment or assistive devices. 

For exampk, a person with a hearing impairment can reasonably expect to have an 

assistive device at a public theatre or arena, and s/he should be able to work, live, 

and relax in a well designed acoustic environment that can be adapted to 

specifically accommodate the impairment. Persons with visual impairments can 

reasonably expect to encounter environments that are free of hazards and that offer 

dear signals for wayfinding (Null and Cherry,, 1996). 

There are limitations to what ADA can accomplish, however, and the U.S. 

Department of Justice recognizes that removing physical barriers entirely may not 

achievable, and that a combination of barriers can be a burden, rather than each 

barrier independently. Their list of priorities indudes providing access to a place of 
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public accommodation from public sidewalks, parking, or public transportation; 

providing access to restrooms where they are used by the public; providing access 

to places where goods and services are made available to the public; and taking 

other measures to provide access to places of public accommodation Farmer, 

Mulrooney, and Ammon, 1996). 

The Canadian experience is substantially different in implementation. Unlike the 

United States, which has specific architectural requirements as part of the ADA, the 

National Building Code does not have any legislative authority and is a model code 

only, which each province can choose to adopt or m o w  as required. With 

interpretation and enforcement of accessibility the responsibility of the Canadian 

Human Rights Act under Sections 17 and 24, but no nationally legislated standard, 

some confusion as to what should be required is understandable.) 

Section 17 (1) states "(A) person who proposes to implement a plan for adapting 

any services, facilities, premises, equipment or operations to meet the needs of 

persons arising from a disability may apply to the Canadian Human R~ghts 

Commission for approval of the plan." After the Commission approves the plan, 

under Subsection (2), Subsection (3) requires "(W)here any services, facilities, 

premises, equipment or operations are adapted in accordance with a plan approved 

under subsection (2), matters for which the plan provides do not constitute any 

basis for a complaint under Part ID ~ g & g  discrimination based on any 

disability in respect of which the plan was approved." 

- 

3 A complete copy of the Americans with Disabilities Act can be located on the World Wide Web 
at h t t p : / / w c r t / -  and the Canadian Human Rights Act at 
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Section 24 deals with accessibility standards. It requires that "Ohe Governor in 

C o u d  may, for the benefit of persons having any disability, make regulations 

prescribing standards of accessibility to s e ~ c e s ,  facilities or premises." 

Additionally, "(W)here standards prexribed pursuant to subsection (1) are met in 

providing access to any services, facilities or premises, a matter of access thereto 

does not constitute any basis for a complaint under Part IIX regarding 

disahbation based on any disability in respect of which the standards are 

prescribed. " 

Thus what is fundamental in both the building regulations and the Canadian 

Human Rights Act is the recognition that buildings must be made accessible to all 

atizens, regardless of their physical condition. While this is an admirable goal, 

closer scrutiny reveals that the overwhelming majority of what is considered 

"accessible" regards persons with physical restraints that require the use of 

wheelchairs. Indeed, in the NBC, Section 3.8 is labelled "Barrier-Free Design," with 

a wide range of entries. Yet despite a proclamation in the NBC that states 

"(P)ersons with visual or hearing disabilities that do not require the use of a 

wheelchair can be expected to move throughout a building," apart from a 

requirement for assistive listening devices (Article 3.8.3.7. states "in a building of 

assembly OCCUPMCy' all dassmms, auditoria, meeting rooms and theatres with an 

area of more than 100 m2 shall be equipped with an assistive listening system 

encompassing the entire seating area."), there are no speahc requirements in the 

applicable section to require such access. 

There are, however, other aspects of Universal Design dealt with in the regulations 

that impact accessibility for the visual- and hearing-impaired as discussed in this 
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MDP. When such items as sound Levels for alarms and lighting are dealt with, it is 

with respect to requirement. for emergency situations, such as in NBC Artide 

3.2.4.19, Sentences 7 and 8 ("Fire alarm audible signal devices shall be 

supplemented by visual signal devices in any floor area in which the ambient noise 

level is more than 87 dBA.. .. Sentence (7) shall also apply in an assembly 

occupancy in which music and other sounds associated with performances could 

exceed 100 dBA."), and Artide 3.2.7.. which requires minimum lighting 

requirements "at an average level not less than 50 ix at floor or tread level and at 

angles and intersections at changes of level where there are stairs or ramps." While 

these requirements are adequate for persons with "normal" vision and hearing, 

they are not sufficient for the visual- and hearing-impaired; Chapter 4 explores 

those requirements more thoroughly. 

Additional Universal Design concepts are dealt with in Article 9.9.10.6. 

("Lettering.. .shall be made with not less than 19 mm wide strokes and be not less 

that 150 mrn high when the sign is externally lighted, and not less than 114 mm 

high when the sign is internally lighted.") but deals only with exit signage, 

although it is not an unreasonable baseline standard for others. Section 3.3 deals 

specifically with safety within floor areas, and examines ramps and stairways, 

while Section 3.4, concerning exits, defines the signage and handrails needed. 

3.2 International Stondads 

Despite the lack of federal legislative standards in Canada, the country is a 

signatory to the International Organization for Standardization fzso), which, in 

1990, passed a second edition of IX) 7001, containing fdty public information 
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~ymbok. While these cover a diverse range of symbols, from indicating where 

washrooms are located to ski-lift etiquette, not only are a number of categories, 

such bank machines, omitted, but the document takes great pains to point out 

that "Ohis is not a standard but an example, the use of which is encouraged." 

ISO is well-known for their work in the standardization in a wide range of issues 

and items, with "standardization" defined (Arnold and Duce, 1990) as: 

The activity of establishing, with regard to actual or potential problems, 
provisions for common and repeated use, aimed at the achievement of the 
optimum degree of order in a given context. 

The preparation of IS0 standards is carried out through technical committees, 

consisting of interested membership bodies, and international organizations (both 

governmental and non-governmental). Draft standards are then circulated to 

member bodies, where at least 75 percent must approve, before it is formally 

adopted (International Organization for Standardization, 1990). 

In the case of IS0 7001, it was adopted because of the increasing use of graphical 

symbols to present information to the public. Although IS0 9186 specifies 

procedures for the development and testing of public information symbols, it was 

recommended that culhval and technoloQca1 differences between countries might 

lead to some contusion, and thus it was decided to standardize on the image 

content of the symboIs, not the graphical images themselves (International 

Organization for Standardization, 1989). However, this may lead to some confusion 

when educating a population as to the meaning of a specific symbol, especially if it 
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is substantially different from that experienced in another country. A brief look at 

methods of educating people regarding the meaning of symbols and pictograms is 

contained in Chapter 4. 

The Standards Council of Canada (the Canadian representative to ISO) also works 

closely with the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), which published 

ANSI A117.1-1998, with new standards for ADA signage. These standards are 

nearly identical to those which are being integrated into ADA, and deal with 

speclfymg sizes and location of both Braille and raised-character signs, as well as 

specifics regarding typefaces and styles (Toji, 2000). As mentioned above, further 

discussion regarding signage is contained in Chapter 4. 

When implemented, it is obvious that the requirements for the wheelchair-bound 

become conveniences for the population-at-large: any casual observation of a street 

comer will reveal that able-bodied pedestrians prefer curb cuts - anyone 

maneuvering a baby carriage, grocery cart, or large object is grateful - and that 

lower water fountains benefit both children and shorter adults. If additional NBC 

requirements for persons with less-than-perfect vision and hearing were 

implemented, induding improved standards for floors, comdors, staircases, 

signage, and the projection of sound (both ambient and communicative) as 

discussed in this MDP, alI persons, not just the visual- and hearing-impaired, 

would see an improvement in their daily quality-of-life. 
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4.0 Pe~eptuol Concerns and S i b  Analyses 

This chapter addresses the speafic perceptual concerns used to analyze NHL. 

a r e ~ s  to determine how they currently serve the needs of patrons with visual and 

aural deficienaes, looks at specific areas that primarily relate to these concerns, 

defines a set of tasks common to patrons, and details how the venues performed in 

each area and task. 

Matrices relating the perceived objective and subjective concerns, as well as 

wayfaring tasks, by venue are displayed in Tables 1 and 2 on pages 36 and 67, 

respectively, and are generated from the site evaluation form and raw data 

contained in Appendix 2. By using the form to collect data, then assigning weights 

to each question in specific categories, an average score was factored for each 

(primarily) objective concern was determined. A separate score was recorded for 

the subjective "comfort level" of the evaluator. The matrices quantify some of the 

perceptual concerns and abilities to perform the tasks across the range of 

experiences noted, with higher numbers representing inaeased difficulty in 

performance of the task. As discwed in Chapter 1, and as a speafic method, such 

items as contained in the site evaluation form are considered to be sound within 

literature relating to POE. 

These evaluations were based solely on the initial visits and examination by one 

evaluator; Calgary's arena had been previously visited, although prior to the most 

recent movation. The consistency of one evaluator enabled all venues to be 

assessed on a more-or-less level playing field, as opposed to a rotating set of 

evaluators; such persons might only available at one venue and already be familiar 
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with it, thereby inaeasing the possibilities for error, chance, or simply unusable 

evaluations being performed. By utilidng a group of subjects who would be 

working with some fonn of reduced reproduction of all the fadlitis, either through 

a series of virtual reconstructions or a series of photographs, any attempt at 

"reproducing" the total experience of being in the venue would be extremely 

problematic because of technical and financial constraints (see Arisz, Kanis, and 

Rooden, 2000, for a discussion on the optimum number of participants for studies). 

Wang (2000) discussed some of the problems encountered when attempting to 

reproduce Calgary train stations using virtual reality techniques, and determined 

that persons familiar with the technology performed better than those without that 

knowledge, while also achowledging the limitations that are imposed 

technologically. Thus, reaeating each individual arena, complete with sound 

effects, would present insurmountable challenges because of the lack of equipment 

capable of providing such an experience. 

Additional details regarding the collection and analysis of the data are contained in 

Chapter 1. 

Edward T. Hall (1966) was an early proponent of analyzing how humans perceive 

space and to point out the inter-relationship between the senses, especially those of 

sight and sound. As people grow older, two of the most noticeable (to both 

themselves and others) growing physical defiaenaes with respect to hearing and 

visual perception (Baucom, 1996). 
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For the purposes of this research, three separate, and primarily, visual components 

(colour, contrast/lighting, and texture) were explored, as well as two aural ones 

(ambient and communication) and how they impact the experience of interacting 

with the floors, corridors, stairs, and signage. As a way of relating these physical 

concerns directly to the building form, a series of tasks common to patrons at 

hockey games are defined and performed to see how the various visual and aural 

perceptual concerns interact in a "real-life" situation. 

What is important to realize is that changes to improve visual systems are not just 

helpful for the visual-impaired, or that better acoustics make life easier for 

everyone, not just persons with perceived hearing difficulties. As John and Heard 

(1981) write, 

The worse his level of vision is, the m a  a person becomes dependent upon 
other characteristics in the physical environment. By increasing the 
understanding for8 and knowledge egarding, these drrrracterisfia one should 
be able to lower the number of, or renwve, directly dangerous situations, thereby 
increasing the possibilities of a normal 1ifP for prisons with impaired vision. 

By inference, the same can be said for the hearing-impaired; they require additional 

signage and other visual dues to assist them in improving their quality of life. It is 

vital to acknowledge the connection and interrelation between both audio and 

visual cues (Morrissey and Zajicek, 2W), as well as how seeing and hearing 

reinfozce each other (Pamet, 1994). 
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4.1 1 Visual 

As this Masters Design Project examines, in part, how visitors orient themselves 

visually ("wayfinding") within NHL a~w, it is important to explore the 

perceptual components of colour, contrast, and texture that work together to 

enhance or detract from the experience. After examining these components, 

specific elements, such as floors, corridors, stairs, and signage, are detailed at the 

various venues. (A complete discussion of how the human eye works can be 

found in Zakia, 1997, and an accessible discussion of vision is perceived in the 

brain is contained in Hubel and Wiesel, 1979, while Michel, 1996, provides an 

excellent perspective on visual perception in architecture.) 

That "perfect" vision exists for a substantial portion of the North American 

population is a common misconception: a person is considered legally blind if 

his/her vision is at or below 20/200 (Olin, 1983). Approximately 20 percent of the 

North American population requires eyeglasses or some sort of visual aid by age 

twelve; this group inaeases to nearly 60 percent of people in their mid-twenties 

to mid-sixties, and after the age of sixty-five, nearly everyone requires some sort 

of mechanical visual improvement (Baucom, 1996). 

Also, as people age, visual clarity - the ability to change focus quickly and adapt 

to varying light conditions - also decreases. It would seem logical that planners 

and architects who design interior spaces used by large numbers of people would 

strive to maximize the visual experience for those with less-than-perfect vision, 

and that building codes, even though they currently mandate minimum lighting 

levels, would reflect this reality. As more research is being directed in this area 
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(Stabler and van den Heuvel, 2000), perhaps this will encourage architects to 

improve buildings by raising their consciousness0 rather than necessitate 

legisla tion. 

4. I .  1 .  t Colour 

The ability to see colour (taken here to mean general colour perception, and not 

specifically referencing or examining the additional problems of colour-blind 

individuals) and the capaaty to discriminate detail in interior spaces are two 

elemental aspects of the vision process and should be afforded the highest 

consideration when designing interior spaces (Baucom, 1996). 

Colours in our environment can enhance visual orientation by making a space 

easier for a person with reduced vision to understand, since people tend to see 

colour before they see form, even for the colour-blind. This fact is especially 

important because people generally make a subconsdous assessment of what they 

see within the first 60 to 90 seconds of encountering a visual image (Baucom, 1996). 

At the same time, when visiting a hockey arena, they must also acquire (or 

reacquire) an understanding of the building layout, and be able to navigate through 

it easily (Arthur and Passini, 1992). 

Longer-light spectrum wavelength colours, such as red, are more easily seen, which 

is why red is used for stop lights, while those colours with shorter wavelengths, 

such as blue, should be intensified to enhance visual clarity Contrast between 

objects and backgrounds or between objects and adjacent environments will also 

factor heavily in deciding which colours to include in the palette (Baucom, 1996). 
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Signage colour combinations shown in Chart 1 are shown in descending order, 

starting with the most visible combination (Baucom, 1996). 

C h a ~  1 
Signage Colour Combinolions liK Visibility 

Figure Ground 

Yellow 
White 

Black 
Black 
Orange 
Black 
White 
Red 
Green 
Orange 
Red 

Black Most 
Blue 
Orange 
Yellow 
Black 
White 
Red 
Yellow 
White 
White 
Green Least 

risible 
b 

While the effects experienced by people when exposed to a combination of 

illumination, brightness, and colour are a wideranging field of inquiry (Birren, 

1992), only a few additional brief comments will be made in this MDP. Red hues 

generally tend to be the least affected by vision differences, but most affected by a 

lack of illumination (one reason why fire trucks are frequently painted light yellow- 

green), while red and orange can heighten the senses of taste, smell, and hearing, as 

well as improve body movement. 
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4.1.1.2 Conbast and fighting 

As people grow older, they require more definition of the visual images to establish 

where they are in a space. One of the easiest way to do this is to utilize colour in 

conjunction with lighting to articulate objects visually - that is, to provide 

contrast. Successful use of contrast in design helps facilitate orientation to a new 

environment. Adequate contrast heightens depth perception by providing 

important cues to indicate the proximity of an object, the very basis of effective 

depth perception. Clear levels of contrast then become a means to improve 

orientation and to reinforce safety for people moving through unfamiliar spaces. 

The ability to navigate can frequently be impeded by low lighting levels. But how 

much is "enough"? The NBC only mandates a minimum of 50 Lw in corridor areas 

(1 lx is the illuminance at a point on a surface which is one meter from, and 

perpendicular to, a uniform point source of one candela), for example, but given 

that even basic textbooks for architectural and lighting design consider 200 ix to be 

the barest minimum (Ching, 1975) for casual tasks in small, familiar areas, such a 

low standard published in the NBC seems incongruous. 

Williams (1999) emphasizes not only that "the more light available, the easier it is 

to perform a specific task," but also that "there is generally little value in 

underlighting a task where human performance is concerned." Illuminance levels 

are influenced by: 

detail of the task, 

reflectance and contrast between the task and the background, 
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the age and condition of the eyes, and 

the importance of speed and accuracy in performing the taskk 

Additionally, Williams (1999) provides the most current Illuminating Engineering 

Society (IES) charts for determining the iuumhtion required. The 50 lx 

requirement of the NBC is the minimum demanded under Category B (defined as 

"simple orientation for short temporary visits"). To obtain such a rating under the 

IES method, the sum of the two room and occupant characteristics in Chart 2 below 

needs to be -2; if it is -1 or 0, then the IES recommended level is 75 lx, and if the sum 

is +1 or +2, then the recommended level is 100 Ix. 

Chat? 2 
IES Procedure Ibr Defermining ///urninonce over o hrge Area 

Room md Occupant Weighting Factor 
Characteristics -1 0 +1 

Occupant ages under 40 4&55 over 55 

Average room surface 
reflectances more than 70% W70% less than 30% 

However, if a large space (such as the cemdor of a hockey arena) is classified as 

Category C (defined as "working spaces where visual tasks are only occasionally 

performed," which is a reasonable assumption of the wayfinding tasks that need to 

be performed at a venue), then the lighting requirements are doubled: with the sum 

of factors of -2, the minimum suggested requirement is 100 lx; if it is -1 or 0, then 

the recommended level is 150 lx, and if the sum is +1 or +2, then the recommended 

level is 200 Ix. 
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The alternative calculation method, known as the "Rae" method, is also presented 

by Williams, who indicates that "results generally seem to agree with the IES 

method of calculation." While it is somewhat simpler in that it uses five categories 

instead of the nine of IES, it requires an evaluation of task, background, and 

reflectance across a wider range of ages. Williams also notes that for "applications 

involving merchandising, advertising, decorative, artistic applications, or matters 

related to safety,. . .it may be necessary to provide higher than recommended 

lighting levels." 

That there has been no previous discussion regarding the use of daylighting is 

because no arena uses daylight as either a primary or secondary lighting source. 

While it plays a limited role in the public corridor areas of two arenas (Toronto and 

Ottawa), the fad remains that the ovenvhelming majority of games take place 

when it is dark outside (either in the evenings, or late afternoons during the 

winter). Figure 4.1 (page 37), illustrating the sunlit main entrance Lobby in Ottawa, 

works equally well as an artificially lit space; it would appear that great thought 

about the lighting of this area was considered at an early stage by the architects. 

The final component assessed with respect to visual perception is texture. Changes 

in texture, alone or in conjunction with different colours and lighting, especially on 

floors or walls near flights of stairs and other areas of different, and often 

conflicting, uses can be of great assistance in providing the contrast necessary to 

discern visual dues. What is most important to remember, however, that excessive 

use of the perceptual elements detailed in this MDP - whether they be texture or 

contrast in lighting or colours - rapidly becomes counterproductive (Oh, 1983). 
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Other texhual changes that assist persons with visual cliffidties include having 

elevator controls raised, not flush, with respect to the mounting panel, the use of 

different materials, and embossing larger digits to aid in identification. Most 

persons with visual difficulties, and even those who are entirely blind, do not read 

Braille, thus it has been suggested ('Thornson, 1984) that the addition of Braille 

numbers and letters is not particularly useful. 

As previous mentioned, ANSI A117.1-1998 standards (Toji, 2000) address this 

specific issue, but there is nothing in the NBC that does so for Canada. 

After examining these visual qualities, and in conjunction with the aural values 

explored in the next section, lines of inquiry were formulated to examine the 

objective elements to be evaluated at each venue, as well as their impact on the 

performance of the wayfinding tasks. 

40102 Au-1 

"Design for the deaf and hard of hearing is not normally a matter of making special 

provision, but simply of considering their needs at an early stage in the design# and 

incorporating them as part of good design practice generally" (Thornson, 19&4). 

Frequently, this requires addressing both ambient sound levels, as weU as those 

required to communicate information. Whether that information consiss of a goal, 

a penalty call, or emergency evacuation instructions, it is necessary to put forth the 

information in a way that allows all patrons to met quickly and appropriately. 

While the requirements to escape a fmstanding bdding, such as the h d e y  

arenas examined in this MDP, are less rigorous than for other such fadti=, such as 
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the largest cavern in the world converted into an arena for the 1994 Winter Olympic 

Games in Gjmik, Norway (Meland and Lindtorp, 1994), the NBC does not require 

visual signal devices unless the building is used "primarily by persons with 

hearing impairment," as stated in Sentence 3.2.4.18 (4). 

Humans can hear frequency wavelengths as short as 15 cm to as long as 150 m in 

length. The average younger person can hear sounds that range from 20 to 20,000 

Hz (hertz, the standard unit of measurement for sound frequency) even though the 

human voice ranges only from about 100 to 7,500 Hz. The optimum sensitivity of 

the ear occurs between 500 and 6,000 Hz, while the critical range of speech 

communication is 300 to 4,000 Hz. Most intelligible speech information is camed in 

the higher frequencies, which are the shorter wavelengths. Since it is the designer's 

responsibility to enhance the ability to understand speech in public spaces, s/he 

should remember that the average male voice centres around 500 Hz, while the 

average female voice is about 900 Hz (Baucom, 1996). 

To enhance speech in public spaces, acoustic design criteria should strive to 

enhance the high-frequency sound transmission of speech (communication) while 

attempting to minimize low-frequency background noise (ambient) without 

sacrificing the perceived direction of the sound source (Baucom, 1996). 

Some fundamentals concerning hearing that should be considered in the planning 

of such facilities include: 

Noise interferes with communication more noticeably for people with 
reduced hearing abilities. 
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Tests show that the degree of annoyance a listener experiences as a result of 
noise is proportional to the loudness of the noise. The annoyance level tends 
to be greater for high-frequency noise, and studies also indicate that 
intermittent noise will cause greater annoyance than continuous noise; this is 
especially noticeable in hockey arenas when goals are scored. 

Visual space has a different character than auditory space; visual 
information tends to be more focused than auditory information, although 
this focus can be diffused because of visual clutter (Widson, 1984). 

Enhancing hearing ability through the use of architectural acoustics becomes 
more important if spatial information from visual cues is confusing. Effective 
acoustic control can lessen visual disorientation (Baucom, 1996). 

Achieving improvements in NHL arenas can be a challenge because of their size 

and construction. "Traditional" methods for reducing the transmission of excess 

ambient sound, such as using room contents, wall coverings, and floor coverings 

for sound absorption are virtually impossible in a large space such as the bowl area 

of an arena, especially when confronted with enthusiastic patrons encouraged to 

"make noise" to distract the opposing team. Perhaps the best method is to use 

acoustic ceiling panels, which is done in Calgary, although this is also problematic, 

as the optimum treatment for such panes is to install them 3 m above the finished 

floor (McGuinness, Stein, and Reynolds, 1980), which is physically impossible in 

arenas, because of the design restraints when sheltering large numbers of patrons. 

However, with careful planning, an array of surface planes and angles (horizontal 

and vertical) in the main bowl, and sound-absorbent surface textures where 

appropriate in corridors, such buildings can be more acoustically effective for 

people with hearing problems. Aesthetic design decisions should be considered 

opportunities to improve the acoustical quality of the space (Baucom, 1996). 
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Sound control involves a combination of reducing noise at the source, controlling 

noise transmission paths, and proteding receivers (Wiin, 1989). In the first case, 

there is much that r x .  be done at the venues examined; in the second, a limited 

amount above that which has been already implemented can be retrofitted at some 

cost; while with regard to protecting the receivers, there seems to be little incentive. 

The ambient levels, while approaching the threshold of pain for the evaluator (the 

pain threshold is generally acknowledge to be rated at 140 dBA), are not sustained, 

and thus do not require protection for either those employed by the facility or the 

teams under Occupational Health and Safety regulations, or the patrons who 

purchase tickets. 

Indeed, examining tickets for the venues frequently results in discovering small 

print that absolves the venue from any liability therefrom. However, research (Vos 

and Smwrenburg, 1985) shows that sharp peaks of sound results in a greater risk 

of hearing damage than would be predicted on the basis of equivalent sound level 

alone. Other detrimental effects of noise include increases in blood pressure, heart, 

and perspiration rates, the tensing of muscles, and a release of hormones into the 

bloodstream (EPA, 1978). 

As has been previously noted, no mechanical measuring system were employed in 

the evaluation of sound levels in the facilities. While the simple reasons are "cost 

and time," these are desening of further expansion. Sound level meters, which are 

relatively portable, are useful in measuring "steady-state" noise levels (i.e., where 

sound level and frequency are relatively constant during time intervals), however, 

the sound levels in arenas are not relatively constant. 
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To accurately measure the varying levels in the facilities, integrating sound level 

meters and/or personal dosimeters would be requued, along with using real-time 

analyzers and Fast Fourier Transform analyzers, which determine levels within 

frequency bands (Widson, 1989). As the evaluator had neither training nor access, or 

the funds and time available to acquire both, a choice between making personal 

evaluations or eliminating the concern was necessary. Because of the symbiosis 

between hearing and seeing, the latter was deemed acceptable for this purpose, 

with caveats as noted. 

But it is not only acoustical improvements in the adequate transmission of 

communication and the reduction of ambient noise that can assist persons with 

hearing difficulties. People with extreme hearing loss can benefit from illumination 

levels that allow them to see facial expressions and read lips, and from simple 

solutions to ensuring the carpeting be of antistatic materials or treated to be static- 

free, as static electricity interferes with hearing aid operation (Olin, 1983). 

The qualities of ambient and communication sounds evaluated at each venue were 

determined by assigning values to a number of perceived issues. These data are 

contained in the evaluation matrix on page 36. 

4.1.2.1 Ambient Sound 

In asses*ng the quantity and quality of ambient sound within the arena (both in 

the public comdors and in the bowl area), it was important to note what the overall 

sound levels were in a variety of locations before and during the games. Instances 

of excessively high levels are produced at various times, particularly when the 
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home team scores, which necessitates exploring possible alternatives for such ear- 

shattering experiences. A third factor in evaluating the ambient sound levels was to 

determine whether or not they were so high as to interfere with interpersonal 

communication. 

The use of textured floors in Vancouver and premium seating areas in all venues 

does much to reduce ambient noise in public corridors. Montreal was the only 

venue where noise levels in the main conidor were approaching painful for the 

evaluator, and were exacerbated by crowding and poor air quality. Despite having 

some restricted corridozs in Edmonton and Calgary, however, ambient sound levels 

were within personal tolerance. In Ottawa, the ceilings are very high in the main 

corridor, while Toronto has a wide variety of wall and floor finishes, both of which 

help to reduce reverberation. 

During the game, ambient levels within the bowl areas of al l  facilities are generally 

not intrusive, with the exception of Edmonton; while somewhat intrusive, it could 

be argued that this contributes to the "sense of place" of the facility - a hockey 

intimacy lacking in the newer buildings. 

4.t.2.2 Communication 

There are also new sound systems being developed, such as the "Smartsound" 

noise-adaptive public address control system, which, although designed for the 

outdoor platforms of the Docklands Li@t Railway system in the Docklands 

regeneration zone in London, England, has major implications for improving the 

quality of sound in arenas (Fitzgerald and Trim, 1998). 
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First, Smartsound works by installing many small speakers, enabling the volume of 

each to be reduced. Second, it has the capability to adapt the volume of the 

speakers automatically, dependent on the level of concurrent ambient sound. Third, 

it uses passive infrared detectors to activate only those speakers in the vicinity of 

passengers; within an arena, this could be adapted to enable hearing-impaired 

patrons to turn on selected speakers near them. 

In some respects, assessing the communications aspect of sound proved to be easier 

and somewhat more quantifiable than evaluating the ambient aspect. It was 

necessary to ascertain that announcements could be heard easily from a variety of 

locations in the venue, both in the corridor access areas and the bowl, and to 

determine how hearing-impaired visitors would be notified if an emergency 

occurred. The availability of an assisted-listening device, mandatory in the NBC 

under Article 3.8.3.7., and generally installed as low-wattage FM transmissions, 

accessible by special headphones, certainly improves the situation for the newer 

structures, but it appears that there is little promotion of its availability where it has 

been installed. 

Comdor announcements were easily understood in all buildings, with the 

exception of the corridor that accesses the private boxes and the press area in 

Ottawa, where there were few speakers. Given that the comdor is entirely dosed 

off to the bowl area below, an eerie quiet permeated any walk through this hallway 

In the bowl areas, the volume of announcements was generally excellent. However, 

in the upper level or "nosebleed" seats, additional speakers are required. This is 
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somewhat mitigated by the fact that, in Calgary, there are also television monitors 

in the area that flash the information at the same time, but it is still problematic. In 

Edmonton, announcements are easily understood, although because of high 

ambient levels of sound, seem to be often drowned out. 

The public-address system in Monkel seemed somewhat lacking in volume, 

although announcements were made in both English and French. Although the 

building is new and would likely have a low-wattage FM transmitter system 

installed (as per the NBC), questioning the tour guide, an usher, and a clerk in the 

souvenir shop proved inconclusive. Ottawa indicated that they did have a low- 

wattage FM transmission facility, but it is neither promoted nor widely used, likely 

a case of the former influencing the latter. 

The most problematic situation regarding the communication sound level in the 

bowl deals with the way scoring by the home team is handled. Calgary uses a gas 

flare which does not create much in the way of sound, but which does sully the air 

quality. All the other venues resort to an earsplitting sound, with Vancouver, 

Edmonton, and Ottawa being the most egregious offenders in this regard. These 

thee left a ringing in the evaluator's ears, and given that repeated exposure to such 

sounds can contribute to a decline in hearing acuity as noted previously, it would 

be commendable if the venue staff could be pemiaded of the virtues of finding 

another way to signal a goal. 
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In determining the numerical quantification contained in the matrix on the 

following page for each venue, a number of possible concerns were drawn from the 

research presented above and assessed. Most importantly of these concerns was 

how well the space perceived visually, which combined a set of specific elements, 

induding whether or not there was sufficient light to discern visual clues, what 

visual or textural cues other than signage were presented and how they eased 

travel through the public spaces, whether there was sufficient dearance to enable 

patrons to feel comfortable in the space (i.e., no unmarked projections overhead, no 

obstacles, no sharp comers or edges. etc.), as well as the sound levels. The decision 

to evaluate clearance overhead is based on the evaluator's lack of ability to 

accurately judge such distances and is d 0 ~ e d  by work done by Horberry, 

Purdy, and Gale (1987). 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the main entrance lobby in Ottawa, which is the best example 

of this area in the venues visited. With its framing staircases and excellent lighting 

during the day and evening, this is a well-designed, welcoming space; even though 

it is contained with extensive glass windows on the east (right side of photograph) 

and polished concrete floors, ambient sound levels are not obtrusive because of the 

high ceiling and lack of parallel surfaces, and communication is easily discernable, 

even though the main floor is a popular gathering place before and after the game, 

as well as during intermissions. 



Key: First line portrays "objective" data, while "Comfort Level" represents subjective evaluation. 

Higher numbers indicate more problematic situations. 
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To the left of Figure 4.1 is the area of the main public comdor that overlooks the 

lobby and is illustrated in Figure 4.2 below. This is the standard comdor width 

throughout this level, and even widens out at the food court/concession ruea just 

beyond the c w e  of the corridor to the right. The polished concrete surface is easily 

visible, although during the site visit, it proved somewhat hazardous to a young 

child who slipped when his foot caught a small puddle. Such acadents require that 

floors receive conscientious maintenance to avoid potentially hazardous situations. 
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Polished concrete was installed in Ottawa as a cost-saving measure that was 

specifically mentioned during the site tour; it is also the primary flooring material 

in Calgary, Edmonton, Toronto, and MonW. In Vancouver, the floors in the main - 

public areas have been both textured and painted; given the dimate and the 

frequency of rain, as well as the likelihood of the occurrence of similar problematic 

situations as detailed in the previous discussion regarding Ottawa, the texturing is 

of great assistance in preventing acadents that can occur on wet, polished concrete, 

and in aiding people in finding their way around the building. 

To differentiate between the standard and premium seating axeas, all arenas have 

noticeable changes in texture and floor coverings. In Ottawa, this is accomplished 

by replacing the polished concrete with linoleum tile (Figure 4.3), which improves 

colour recognition of speafic axeas but does little to solve traction problems. 
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Fiium 4.3 Premium mdng or#. uppr c0nc0uu%a8 Ottuwu. 

Toronto and Vancouver have chosen to w more highly textured floor surfaces. The 

floor in Toronto (Figure 4.4) consists of a series of coloured, textured ceramic tiles, 

with subtle indicators as tc access points to the bowl seating area. Such textural 

cues, however, should be used with disuetion because overuse will diminish their 

effectiveness (Olin, 1983). In addition, the small sign to the left contains the Braille 

numbers corresponding to the sign above the door and to the right at the bottom of 

the short flight of stairs, ostensibly enabling all patrons to easily assess where they 

are in relation to where they want to go. Regmttably, only approximately 10 percent 

of persons with visual impairments read Braille (Olin, 1983), and additionally, the 

sign is too small and too low to be effectively utilized in a crowded situation. 
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Figun 4.4 Plrmium d n g  cotrider, twnto. 

The approach in Vancouver (Figure 4.5) is somewhat less cohemt than Toronto's, 

but as effective. Here, a winding ceramic tile mosaic embedded in the painted 

cement floor entices patrons into the entrance of the main floor premium seating 

section; curiously, Vancouver gives the patrons of the higher-priced seats the less 

appropriate flooring surface, unlike the other uew visited. Although some glare 

results from both the painted flm and the ceramic tiles, it did not appear to be 

problematic in the wayfinding ex-, although for patrons of limited visions, 

the mosaic might well prove distracting, especially if it was rigidly foliowed. A 

more pronounced texture difference would be of great assistance in this regard. 
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Figuro 4.5 Flooring in Air Canada Club, Vancwvet. 

The premium seating areas in Calgary and Edmonton were both carpeted in 

neutral colours, providing little assistance in wayfaring, but allowing for a nonslip 

surface for patrons. 

Of some concern were several instances of restricted headroom areas in the 

facilities, primarily caused by intruding stakases. While this might be expected in 

an older venue such as Edmonton (Figure 4.6), it is also an issue at Toronto 

(Figure 4.7) in some isolated places, and throughout the main comdor in Montreal 

(Figrw 4.8). Article 3.4.3.6 of the NBC mandates headroom clearance for stairways 

to be not less that 2.05 m, but for persons with visual perception difficulties, this 
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minimm may not be sufficient for them to feel "comfortable" within the space 

(Horbexq, Purdy, and Gale, 1997), and may aaually be less the closer one gets to 

the wall; in Figure 4.7, there is sufficient headroom at the right-hand side of the 

table, but not at the left, where it meets the concrete support Providing warnings, 

contrast strips, and padding on particularly problematic areas should be made 

mandatory to reduce the possibility of accidents. 

Figurn 4.6 S l d n r o y  intrudiw in main -, Edmbn.  . 
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Fiauro 4.8 Main publk <arida, -1. 

4.7.3.2 Shin 

In assessing the appropriateness and functionality of the stairs as quantified in the 

matrix, it was important to examine what they were constructed of, whether all the 

stairs in a run were of equal tread and riser sizes, and whether there was a landing 

of sufficient dimensions; the size, shape, height, and placement of handrails; how 

well the stahell locations were marked; and whether the width was sufficient to 

accommodate use at busy times like intermissions or at the end of the game. 

The standards published in the NBC dealing with exit facilities from Group A, 

Division 3 occupancy buildings (the category under which arenas are classified) 

were used as the norm to assess the stairs found in the facilities visited are 

contained in the following articles: 
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3.461 Slip Resistance of Ramps and Stain 

I )  The su faces of ramps, and landings and hcrds 

a) shall have afinish that is slip nsistant, md 
bl ifaccessible to the public, shall hoor e i t k  a wlour mtrast  or a distinctive 
pattern to demarcate the leading edge o f t k  t m d  and the leading edge o f  the 
landing, as well QS the beginning and end ofa ramp. 

2 )  TrMds and landings of exterior exit stairs nuwe than 10 m high shall be 

designed to befree of ice and snow acmmuhtwns. 

3.4.62. Minimum Number of Risers 

I )  Except as permitted by Sentence 3.3.2.13.(1), meryflight of interior stairs 

shall have not less than 3 r&ers. 

3.4.6.3. Landings and Marimurn Vntieal Rise of Stair Flights 

1) Noflight ofstairs shall have a wtical rise of m e  than 3.7 n! between 

floors or lundings, except that aflight of stairs xnting as an exit in a Group B, 

Division 2 occupancy shall have n vertical rise of not more than 2.4 m between 

floors or landings. 

2) The length and width of a landing shall be at last the width ofthe stainoay 

in which it occurs, except that in a straight mn  the length ofthe landing need not 

be more than 1100 mm. 

3) b e  a dimway m stainwy empties onto a ramp through a side wall, 

there shall be a level area extending across thefull width ofthe ramp, andfir a 

distanm of 300 mrn on eithet skie ofthe d l  opming, except one side if it abuts 

on an end wall. 
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4) Where n doonwy or staimay empties onto a ramp through an md wall, 

there shall be a level area extending across the full width ofthe ramp and along its 

lengthfor not less than 900 mm. 

5) A landing shall be provided at the top and battom ofewryjlight of stairs- 

3.4.6.4. Handrails 

I) An exit ramp or staimay shall have a handrail on at least one side, and if 
11 00 mrn or more in width, shall h u e  handrails on both sides. 

2) I f  the required width 4 a  ramp orflight of stairs is more than 2200 mm, 

one or more intermediate handrails continuous &ween landings shall be 

pmided, and located so that there will be not more than 1650 rnm behwen 

handrails 

3) Handrails shall be continuously graspable along their entire length and 

shall have 

a) a circular ms-section with an outside diameter not less than 30 mm and 
not more than 50 mm, or 
b) any non-circular shape with a graspable portion that has a perimeter not 
less than 100 mm and not more than 255 mm and whose largest cross-sectional 
dimension is not more than 57 mm. 

4) Handrails on stairs and ramps slur11 k not less than 865 mm and not more 

than 965 mrn high, meusured wrtirrllyfim a line drawn through the outside 

edges ofthe stair nosing orfrom the surfae of the ramp, except that handrails not 

meeting t k  wquirements are pmitted pmv&d they are installed in addition 

to the required kndrads. 

5) At last one handrail shall be continuous thmughut the length of the 

staimay, including landings, except when intempted by doonwys or newels at 

changes in directton. 
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6) Handrails shall be terminated in a manner which will not obstruct 

pedestrian travel or mate a hazard. 

7) At least one handral at the side ofa stairnay or ramp shall exfmd 

horisontally not less thun 300 mm 6eyond the top md bottom ofthe stairway or 

ramp. 

8) A clearance of not less than 40 mm shnll be pratided between a handrail 

and any wall to which it is fastened. 

9)  Handrails and their supports shall be designed and constmcted to 

withstand the loading values obtainedfrom the nonconcunent application of 

a) a concenfmted had not less than 0.9 &tV applied at any point and in any 
direct ion for all handrails, and 
b) a un#m load not less than 0.7 kN,/m applied in any direction to handrails 
not located within dwelling units. 

3.4.6.5. Guards 

1) Every exit shall ham a wall or a ~ l l - s e a d  guard on cach side. 

2) Except as required by Sentence (4), the height qfguardsjbr exit stain shall 

be not less than 920 mm measured vertically to t k  top of the guardfrom a line 

drawn through the outside edges of the stair nosings and 1070 mm around 

landings. 

3) The height of guards* exit ramps and their hdings shall be not less 

t h n  1070 mm measured vertically to the top of the guardfmm the ramp surfpc- 

4) 7'he height of gunrdsjbr e x t e r b  stairs and landings mom than 10 m a h  

adjacent p u n d  level shall k not less than 150 mm meamml wrtically to the top 

of the guardfiom a line drawn through the outside edges ofthe stair nosings. 

5) Unless it can be shown that the sizc o f  opmings that exceed this limit does 

not present a h a r d ,  there shall be no o p i n g  that pennits the passage ofa 

sphm whose diameter is m a  than 100 mm through a guardjbr an exit. 
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6) In a stainwy, n window fir zuhich the distance measured vertically 

between the bottom ofthe window and a line drawn through the outside edges of 

the stair nosings is less t h  900 mm, or a mMndow that extends to less t h n  

1070 mm above the h d i n g ,  shall 

a) be protected by a pard that is 
i) locuted approximately 900 mm above a line drawn through the outside 
edges of the stair nosings, or 
M b e p e d  in position and designed to mist the lateral design loads specified 
fm guards and walls in Articles 4.1.10.1. and 4.1 J0.3. 

7) Unless it can be shown that the location and size of openings do not 

present a hazard, a guard shall be designed so that no member, attachment or 

opening located between 140 mrn and 900 mrn a h  the level being protected by 

the guard will facilitate climbing. 

3.4.6.7. Trertds and Risers 

1) Except as permittedfi dwelling units and by Sentence 3.4.7.5.IU forfire 

escapes, steps for stairs shall have a run of not less than 280 mm between 

successive steps. 

2) Steps fir stairs refereed to in Sentence (1) shall have a rise betweett 

successive ireads not less than 125 mm and not more than 180 mm. 

3) Treads and tiFm in mery exit stair, exepf ofire escape stair, shall h e  

unzjbrm run and rise in any onepight, and shaN not alter sign@antly in run 

and rise in sucmsiw~ights  in any stair system. 

4) The leading edge ofa stair head shall haw either a radius or a bewl 

between 8 mrn and 13 rnm in horizontal dimension. 

5) The front edge of stair h d s  in m'fs and public acms to exits shall be at 

right angles to the direction of exit travel. 
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There are, of course, other considerations not specifically mentioned in the NBC. Of 

these, the ergonomics of the angle of attack of the s w a y  is an important 

determinant of the comfort patrons will have ascending the stairway. Ching (1975) 

recommends a preferred angle of between 300 to 369 with a minjmuxn of 15" and 

maximum of SO0. 

Of the venues examined, Montrbal was the only one found to have handrails 

throughout the entire lower bowl area (Figure 4.9). While they are not continuous, 

and do not have a second, lower handrail for smaller adults and children, they are 

still of great assistance to patrons. 

Studies done by the National Research C o d  at the 1978 Commonwealth Games 

in Edmonton dramatically ilIustrated the reduction in accidents and ability to direct 
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the flow of patrons more efficiently into the stands when such handrails are 

provided. Unfortunately, one problem of such installations is that the stairway 

must be made wider accommodate the handrail, and this can reduce the number of 

revenuegenerating seats in the area. Furthermore, handrails may block views of 

the arena for people sitting on the aisle. More investigation as to the optimum angle 

of seating to eliminate these problems needs to be done. 

Of the remaining facilities, Toronto and Ottawa (Figure 4.10) had handrails at the 

upper edges of the lower bowl area, while all arenas had handrails in the upper 

level seats, where the angle of the seating area was greater 50'. An excellent 

example of such stairs is dqlayed in Calgary (Figure 4.11), where reflective and 

textured strips, the handrail, and prominent row and seat markings are integral, 

well-designed (including curved ends to reduce the hazard of sharp edges), and 

thoughtfully executed. 

Figurn 4.10 Handmil in upper ndn bowl M, -0. 
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Figura 4.1 1 Staircase in upprr bawl, Calgary. 

Where handrails are not provided in the lower bowl area, other methods of 

assisting patrons are employed. At a long flight of stairs in one comer of Edmonton 

( F i e  4.121, a series of reflective strips and contrasting~coloured textured strips 

mark the treads on the metal steps. W~th all the ushers equipped with flashlights, 

such strips are effective in guiding patrons, although this system becomes less 

effective in crowded conditions. 
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Figurn 4.1 2 R.fl.c(hn M p s  on staimmy in (Orm bowl, Edmonton. 

In the newer venues, more attention has been paid to the marking of stairs. 

FigUre 4.13 illustrates the marking and texture of the stairs in the main bowl in 

Ottawa; notice the prominent tow markings and coloured texture strip. While not 

reflective, the texture is of sufficient width and roughness as to be most effective in 

signalling the edge of the head without disrupting users' strides. 
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Toronto takes a somewhat different approach to marking, by placing a small 

number in the centre of the tread. While the angle of attack of the stair is 

somewhat less than Ottawa's, the marking can be somewhat confusing; 

depending on which way one is going, Figure 4.14 could be indicating Row 19 or 

Row 61, although it is obvious if the raws are in sequence. Nevertheless, the 

n m h r  could be underlined to avoid ambiguity, as well as made larger. 

Additiody, the plastic is dear and somewhat slippery, becoming a potential 

hazard. 



Figura 4* 14 Stairs in lowor bowl, Toronto. 

Outside of the bowl area, stairs generally conform to the NBC, although they are 

frequently not as useful to persons with visual impairments as they might be. For 

example, to reach the box office in Montr6a1, one must descend a series of stairs 

that are painted a flat light grey (Figure 4.15). W~th the handrails0 treads0 and 

landings all the same colour and texture, it is very difficult to discern where one 

ends and the other begins. This is a prime example of a situation that could be 

substantially improved at minimum cost with a revised paint and/or colour 

scheme; for example, there are specially-formulated nonslip paints that contain grit 

particles that could be used to impart texture. 
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Figurn 4.1 5 Stain to box &a, Monkial. 

Not dissimilar is the treatment of the staircases outside of the bowl area in Toronto. 

Becaw banks of elevators, staffed with operators, are the prime movers of people 

between floors, the staircases are primarily used only for emergencies and at the 

end dr the game, when patrons no longer wish to wait for an elevator. Even though 

they are primarily utilitarian in this regard, and have only one handrail, they are 

well-textured and lit, with frequent windows to provide outside views 

(Figure 4.16). 
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Figure 4.1 6 Main s h i r c a r  in hklCor onidor, Toronto. 

In this regard, Vancouver is perhaps the venue that has done the most in providing 

information via reflective treads as to the position of top and bottom stair treads 

(Figure 4.17) to assist in patrons finding their way Edges of the floor and stair areas 

are painted a different colour, and have additional texture added to them to alert 

patrons when they are near the wall. 
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Regrettably, there are far more problematic situations regarding stair safety than 

appropriate ones, and several of the more egregious inadents will now be 

discussed. Not surprisingly, perhaps, they occur in the two oldest facilities (Calgary 

and Edmonton), which may reflect expansion of the requirements to the NBC after 

their on@ construction. 

For instance, despite the shining example of a staircase in the seating area noted 

above in Figure 4.11, Calgary's staircases tend to be primarily within the bowl area, 

leading to problem with patrons wishing to exit but not being allowed to do so 

because of a perceived problem with such movement interfering with the progress 

of the game. While the stairs are adequate in size, this inability to move freely 

throughout the building is often frustrating for patrons. Additionally, major 

staircases in the comers of the upper reaches of the public seating are neither well- 

lit during games, nor have reflective strips or other markings, especially when the 

width of the staircase changes and becomes nanower as one ascends past the 

landing and changes direction. 

Calgary also features prominently in two other extremely problematic stair 

situations. First, there is the transition area in the lower bowl between the concrete 

and metal stairs (Figure 4.18); while well-marked with reflective strips, there is not 

only a textual change, but also a marked difference in tread and riser dimensions 

in contravention of Sentence 3.4.6.7. (3) d i s d  previously. 

Even for persons with excellent vision, this is a most disconcerting experience, and 

several patrons noted that despite having season tickets in the area, they still had 

difficulty with descending, especially when loaded down with concession items. 
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The final problematic condition extant in Calgary is the matter of the metal stairs 

that descend from the transition m a  noted above. While they have minimal 

texturing, there is no colour or reflective strip marking the edge of the tread. They 

are also extremely slippery, and caution is needed, especially when descending 

(Figure 4.19). 
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There are two problematic situations in Edmonton. The first is at the entry to the 

lower bowl from the main public comdon and is illustrated in Figure 4.20. Here, 

the extant condition requires patrons to negotiate several small steps, a series of 

awkward turns, locate the main stair, and descend, looking for their row number. 

In the case below. there is also a dearth of handrails and textured *ads, although 

the area is well-signalled with reflective strips. Ushers interviewed in this area 

indicated that patrons frequently misstep in the area, with two or three injuries 

requiring medical assistance occurring h o s t  every game. 

Edmonton's other code violation occuss in the exterior staircases. As is visible in 

Figure 421, there is no guard on the outside of the railing to the right, in 

contravention of Article 3.4.6.5 as discussed previously. While no injuries or 

problems were experienced during the site visit, this is ceaainly one area where 

management needs to addrefs improvements to the facility. 
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Figum 4.21 Ed.rior ~Mkorr, Edmonton. 

4.1.3.3 Signage 

Signage was one of the more difficult areas to assess, and one of the most important 

in impacting the abilities of patrons in wayfinding (Wang, 2000). There was also a 

great deal of design variation between arenas, indicating that this is likely an area 

where proscribing standards might be a fnrstrating exercise at best, and an 

impossible one at worse. Notwithstanding that statement, visitors are greatly 

influenced in there pemptions of buildings in general by the readability and 

appropriateness of the signage (Marans and Spteckelmeyer, 1981). 

The main characteristics used in evaluating the venues, and adopted as standards 

for legibility were set as viewing distance, typeface and proportion, and colour 

contrast (Olin, 1983; Arthur and Passini, 1992); these have also been emphasized in 

the recent ANSI A117.1-1998, as discussed in Chapter 3 (Toji, 2000). Bringhurst 
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(1996) discusses rationales for selecting specific typefaces, but does not emphasize 

one as being "better" than another. In fact, examining the signage in Calgary, which 

was ranked as superior, both serif and sans serif faces are used together. 

In utilizing signage optimally, a determination needs to be made as to what 

information needs to be portrayed, as well as the most appropriate method to 

display it. There is a distinct move towards using pictograms (such as those in 

I S 0  7001, and the extensive collection published by Dreyfuss in 1972) where ones 

exist, but unless the pictograms are easily understood, confusion can be quickly 

encountered (Hochberg, 1994; B ~ y a s ,  LeBreton, and Pawi6,1998). (A prime 

example of this appears below, in locating the bank machine in Ottawa.) 

Pictures have existed for thousands of years, and their perception studied 

extensively (Kennedy, 1994). And although 'Western culture has taught us to be 

wary and even distrustful of images as reliable sources of information and 

knowledge" (Beck, 1994), their continued. and expanding, use can be problematic if 

the users do not understand what they mean. 

There can be many fonns of literacy: "each one consists of a set of interdependent 

social practices that link people, media objects, and strategies for meaning making" 

(LRrnke, 1998). It is important that if the use of pictograms as signage is continued, 

that the population-at-large know the meanings of the signs used, and with the 

growing role of computers and hypertext to expand and contextualize meanings in 

education (Askov and Bixlet, 1998; Fawcett and Snyder, 1998), transforming the 

visual literacy of people regarding pictogram could be made easier if the symbols 
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or pictograms are accompanied by appropriate (from visual and content 

perspectives) texts. The use of both pictogram with text is most definitively shown 

in Figure 4.23. 

Inanalyzing and evaluating the signs presented in the six venues, it was important 

to notice if signs were indeed present, and if so, were they easy to locate. When 

signs existed, it was necessary to determine whether they communicated suffiaent 

information in an understandable form, either in English or French, or by the use of 

pictograms. Persons with visual impairments may be able to see appropriately 

sized pictograms easier, but it is important that they be easy to interpret, which is 

not necessarily true in all venues. 

A relatively profiaent job of indicating the two adjacent classes of seating is 

demonstrated in Toronto (Figure 4.22); the premium dub seats are to the left, and 

are differentiated by the larger sign, the title "Air Canada Uub" over the aisleway 

and the row notations with an 'M." 
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As noted above, some signs use a combination of internationally recognized 

pictograms and text. In this example from Edmonton (Figure 4-25), the pictogram 

not only depicts the gender, but also that the washroom is wheelchair-accessible. 

This sign is somewhat problematic, however, in that it is only dearly visible if one 

is a few metres away from the wall it is painted on, and the wheelchair logo is too 

small to be identified at a distance. 

./ ,/ 
2' 

/' . 

WOM 

One of the major challenges in Ottawa is the posting of signs in both English and 

French. While Figure 424 depicts a typical M o n a 1  sign on the main concourse 

level, its major flaw is readability; the actual size is appmhte iy  30 x 45 cm, and it 

is not easily visible at a distance of more than 2 m. 
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Figum 4.24 Typic01 sign on main conrwru kval, Otbwm.  

As noted in Edmonton, the placement of signage can be problematic, even if the 

sign itself is otherwise "useful." Figures 4.25 and 4.26 highlight this problem in 

Ottawa, where the placement of both is awkward, and the signs themselves are too 

small to be comprehended at any distance more than 2-3 m, especially in the case 

of the interior sign (Figure 4.26) which is almost lost in the visual clutter of the tile 

wall. In such instances, the most readily accessible way to determine that this door 

leads to a women's bathroom is by looking at the queue that form during 

intermission. 
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In Vancouver, the situation is a little more confusing. F i p  4.27 illustrates an 

excellent example of the right descriptor for the sign and excellent placement, but 

with a deceiving directional indicator. The washroom entrance is directly below 

and to the left of the sign, not to the right, as a cursory inspection might indicate. 
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While Ottawa makes the attempt at communicating in both official languages, 

Montreal has obviated the problem by either not porting signage (there is but one 

to be seen in Figure 4.8, although what little there is in the public corridors consists 

of easy-to-read black figures on a yellow ground) or by not keeping signage 

maintained. For a relatively new facility, Figure 4.28 shows how the signage (with 

large type in French and small type in English) has degenerated to the point of 

being practically unreadable. 

-- 

Fig~- 4.28 D a m  rignag., MorrtrbI. 
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4.1.4 Woyfinding Tasks 

After analyzing the various components d e x n i d  above, a series of tasks common 

to al l  hockey games and arenas were performed at each venue to discover how well 

the visual and aural cues aided a visitor. The tasks were: 

1. finding a numbered seat, 

2. finding and buying a variety of meals and beverages, 

3. locating a washroom, 

4. locating a bank machine, 

5. using a pay telephone, and 

6. exiting the building at the end of the game to take public transportation. 

Covington and Hannah's (1997) checklist for accessibility requirements for sports 

fadties and a paper by Raubal and Egenhofer (1998) on wayfaring in the airports 

of Frankfurt, Germany and Vienna, Austria were invaluable in determining the 

tasks to be performed and benchmarks to be achieved. 

Understanding the details of the visual processing elements required to complete 

these tasks is still incomplete. Treisman (1986) notes that the "perception of 

meaningful wholes in the visual world apparently depends on complex operations 

to which a person has no conscious access, operations that can only be inferred on 

the basis of indirect evidence." The four Gestalt kws (proximity, simihrity, 

continuity, and closure) govern, to a large extent, how all people perceive their 

surroundings (Walk, 1994; Zakia, 1997), and detailed examination of their role in 

the perception and execution of these tasks was not performed in this MDP. 
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Table 2: Rotin8 of Waflnding Tosk by Venue 
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4.1.4.1 W n g  

One of the first tasks a patron undertakes when attending a game is to find the seat 

that has been purchased. Edmonton (Figure 4.29) provides dear directions in the 

main comdor area that enable patrons to quickly and easily determine the direction 

they need to locate to find their section. Once reaching the appropriate section, 

flashlight-bearing ushers are available to mist patrons to find their seats; given 

that the row and seat numbers are not particularly prominent, and the stairways 

can be problematic, management of the faciIity has decided to address their 

shortcomings by providing people to perform tasks that could be served by 

improved design and building standards. While this is an expensive solution in 

tern of worker salaries, it is, nevertheless, a practical one, given the extant 

situation. 
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The other facility that performed well in this category is Calgary, and for a similar 

reason; Figure 4.30 illustrates main comdor s i p g e  into the lower bowl area. Easy 

to read, both from typographic and colour standpoints (white figures on blue 

ground, which ranks highly; see Chart I), visible from the side as well as faceon 

from the comdor, Calgary was the easiest venue to find e seat in without 

assistance. Ushers are available to help visitors, but there seemed to be fewer than 

in Edmonton (which often has two at each entry port) and those who were there 

were generally not equipped with flashlights. 

Cigun 4.30 Soot signago for b w w  bowl am, Calgary. 

Of the other four venues, Vancouver, Toronto, and Ottawa performed adequately. 

On one hand, Vancouver's signage is certainly df iaent  and easy to read, but there 

are even fewer ushers than in Calgary. On the other hand, Vancouver will provide, 

with advance notice to the arena management, psonal escorts for persons with 

visual impairment; the catch is to know that this is available. and to call prior to the 

game to arrange assistance. 

Locating a seat in Toronto is not a difficult task. although the fad that there are 

some levels that one cannot walk around fully can make it somewhat of a challenge 

if a patron takes the wrong elevator bank up to their kvel. Unless one retraces one's 
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steps. and goes up or down to find the appropriate access point, an interesting 

adventure can ensue: the waluator's excursion induded visiting some of the food 

service kitchens. 

Ottawa's prime source of problems erisues from the small size and colours used 

(beige figures on a purple ground) of the corridor sipage, but once the appropriate 

section is located, finding a seat is a reasonably easy chore. The row and seat 

numbers is superior to all the other facilities, but getting to the section is difficult. 

Montreal's confusing row signage (Figure 4.31) makes locating a place in the bowl 

area a distinct challenge, as it is not dear which row is indicated by the number. In 

finding a seat. the evaluator found the only way to determine which row was 

represented was to count down from the top, as the lettering of rows is not 

consecutive. 

figurn 4.31 Uppw bowl d n m  with sw? row markings, Morrirbl. 
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4.1.4.2 Concessions 

After finding one's seat, the next usual requirement is to purchase a beverage and 

something to eat. This task become one of the most interesting for the evduator, in 

part due to the wide variation of "specialty" foods available at the venues. 

Vancouver and Toronto had the most variety of foods available, with many of the 

concessions leased out to well-known local or chain restaurants - V'couver has a 

White Spot and a Boston Pizza, while Toronto had several Shopsy's Deli stalls and 

a kosher hot dog stand, for example - although the variety played little, if any, 

part in determining the net evaluation of how easy it was to find. 

Edmonton and Calgary displayed the best performance in arrangement of 

concessions, organization of service queues, and convenience of having a range of 

choices within reasonable proximity of selected seats, even though Calgary's food 

and beverage selection was somewhat restricted, compared to other venues. 

Edmonton was superior in the organization of service queues, even in restricted 

areas. Given that this was performed without any formal signage or direction is 

likely due to the age of the facility and the previous experience of the majority of 

the attendees. Even during intermissions, there was little difficulty in heading 

through the crowd without spilling a beverage. 

What made Vancouver problematic was the confusion about how the service queue 

system work. Given that the game attendance was low on the evening of the site 

visit because of a transit strike? a "normal" crowd would be a challenge to navigate. 
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Toronto's range and number of concessions was occasionally overwhelmed with 

service queues invading main walking areas before the game and during . 

intermissions. More appropriate placement, and perhaps a slight reduction of 

numbers, would solve this problem. 

Ottawa and Montreal both suffered from problematic situations. While Ottawa's 

concessions were laid out utilizing the shopping mall "food court" concept, which 

became extremely chaotic during peak periods. The condimenb, napkins, and 

utensils are located in the centre of the widened aisle area, which resulted in very 

little room for other patrons to pass through, or for people to readily obtain 

whatever they required. Combined with the disorganized service queues, the 

beverage spills on the polished concrete floor creating hazardous footing, and the 

concentration of concessions in a relatively small area, rather than being stnmg out 

more throughout the corridor, made for a number of harrowing moments during 

intermissions. 

Montrgal's greatest problem was due to the narrowness of the corridors between 

the seats and the concessions. Attempting to walk against the "flow" of the main 

traffic which carrying a beverage and tub of popcorn became a challenge when 

faced with an onrush of other patrons in the co~~~trained spaces. The poor air 

quality and lack of signage did little to ameliorate the situation. 

4. t .4:3 Washrooms 

The most pressing problem in locating a washroom in all the venues was the 

inherent problem of aowding during intermissions. Even though facilities 

overbuild the quantity and size (p;uticularly for women), queues inevitably 
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resulted, with the only instance observed of a lack of a line-up was in the premium 

seating area in Toronto; this is due to the fact that the washroom was larger than 

those available in the main public comdors and was available to a substantially 

smaller number of potential users. 

Because of its excellent signage, Calgary's fadlities were the most easily visible of 

all the venues (Figure 4.32), although inside, they were on the small side, resulting 

in large lineups at intermission. The sole detraction in locating them was that there 

was no signage visible if one was walking along extremely dose to that w d .  

however, this was only slightly problematic during non-busy times, and a non- 

issue when busy, as this is where the queue formed. 

Edmonton also did an excellent job with providing signage for their facilities. 

While universal pictographs were perhaps reduced in size. the text was large and 

easy to read both from a typographic and colour standpoint (Figw 4.23). 
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The other venws laboured under a range of problematic conditions. Vancouver's 

signage, while large and easily understood regarding content, did a questionable 

job in adequately *laying the direction the facility was located (Figure 4.27). 

There is good and bad news regarding finding bathrooms in Toronto, in addition to 

the situation noted above. The good news is that in the main public areas, there are 

also signs noting the location of the next nearest washroom, as a convenience to 

patrons; the bad news, illustrated in Figure 4.33, is the inability to discern at a 

distance which doors services which gender (men are the one door to the left with a 

second door not visible, women have the two doors on the right, but unless a 

person is standing within 3 m of the sign, it is extxemely difficult to determine). 

rilur, 4.33 M.ne Md wormnt bothroomr, Tolpnto. 

Finding a washroom in Ottawa was also a sometimes challenging task because of 

the signage, where the problem is not dissimilat to Toronto. Located high up, the 

main sign was virtually invisible when viewed edgeon (Figure 4.25) and the only 
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sign visible when in front of the entry (Figure 4.26) was frequently obxured by 

patrons either walking past or queued up, or lost in the visual clutter of the tile wall 

behind the sign. 

What little washroom signage was available in Montreal was small, high up, and 

infrequent, although there were occasional signs scattered about, telling where the 

nearest facility was. In fact, finding the bathroom in Montreal was the most difficult 

of all tasks aaoss all venues. 

4. f .4.4 Bonk Machine 

While the in-house restaurants and souvenir stands generally took credit cards or 

had debit terminals, the overwhelming majority of economic transactions took 

place using cash, thus it seemed appropriate in discussing common tasks at a 

facility to add the act of finding the bank machine (ATM or Automatic Teller 

Machine) at each venue and examining its placement and utilization. Each venue 

had at least one machine that appeared to enjoy a varying degree of popularity 

among the patrons. 

Vancouver and Toronto had the easiest machines to locate and seemed to have the 

shortest queues; a possible reason for this was because there were several machines 

in the main concourse and service was relatively quick. Bank machines on the 

major concourses in good locations; line-ups short and not intruding on general 

circulation. 

Two machines were located in MontrM, despite the chronic problem of minimal 

signage, but they were well-located near the major pedestrian entrances. Only one 

75 
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machine was located in Edmonton, near the primary entrance, the souvenir shop, 

and restaurant, and minimal queue were observed. The placement of the machines 

in these four venues was arranged so that any queues did not intrude on the 

general circulation of patrons through the main corridor- 

The remaining facilities appeared problematic. Again, somewhat obscure signage 

(Figure 4.34) made finding the machine in Ottawa a challenge. Additionally, they 

were located in a small area off the main public comdor, next to the pay 

telephones, but the pictogram used to indicate the mamachine - a dollar s i p  - was 

not immediately dear to the evaluator. If it had not been for the telephone 

pictogram in the same location, an inquiry would have been made to an usher to 

ask where the nearest machine was for the purposes of this task. 
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Because they rely almost exclusively on pictogams, signage in Ottawa suffers from 

the lack of a u n i v d  standard for indicating the location of an A m .  ISO 7001 has 

a recommendation for cunency exchange, but not for an ATM. Additionally, once 

the machine is located, visually impaired patrons may also have dif5iculty reading 

the display. Both of these problems are being addressed by work currently in 

progress with Dr. John Gill of the Royal National Institute for the Blind in London, 

England, who is developing Tliias, a display font spea€ically for use in such 

terminals, as well as the signage to direct people to them (Gill, 2000). 

Calgary is also a problematic situation. There are only two bank machines in the 

building and they are so situated in comers of the building that the lineup runs 

diagonally in a straight line into the main pedestrian route and intrudes on the 

ability of patrons to M a t e  throughout the area. Orienting the machines to be 

parallel, instead of perpendicular, to one wall, or moving them to a less congested 

section of corridor would alleviate this situation and reduce the bottlenecking that 

occun. Despite the positioning, the machines were highly popular, with the longest 

queues observed at any of the buildings, which did nothing to exacerbate their 

effect in disrupting the flow of pedestrian traffic past them. 

4 - 4 5  klephone 

Despite the advent of cellular telephones, them is still a need for public pay 

telephones, as well as TDD devices, in such facilities, although no such specific 

req&ement is s p d e d  in the NBC; Sentence 3.2.4.22. (5) only requires "that 

emergency telephones are located in each floor area near exit stair shah." 



AU venues, with the exception of Calgary and Montn5a1, had a range of public 

telephones and TDD stations (there is no TDD available in Calgary) easily 

observed and available. The ease with which this task was completed (despite 

Ottawa's recurrent signage problem) led the observer to believe that this was not 

a sufficiently complex operation to warrant extensive comments. Given the lack 

of impact of the perceptual concerns studied in this MDP, with the exception of 

those dealing with ambient and communication sound, which were not found to 

be of much consequence in any of the venues, this task could well be rejected in 

any subsequent research in this area. 

4.1.4.6 hit to PuMic Transporiation 

The venues that are downtown or have good proximity to mass transit 

(Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton, Toronto, and Montrdal) al l  had prominent 

signage to direct patrons to the sentice, and did an excellent jobs in differentiating 

between the different options available, which ranged from light rail, subways, 

commuter trains, and buses. Toronto has an enclosed link to Union Station, 

Montreal has a similar one to Mdtro, while Calgary and Vancouver have covered 

walkways. 

Ottawa is the most notable exception to this situation. Because of the dearth of 

public transportation to the arena (express buses run just before and immediately 

after events), it was not surprising to observe that there was minimal dgnage to 

direct patrons to the bus pickup area. Once outside the arena, there is no signage 

in the parking lot either, resulting in some patrons attempting to cut through a 

parking lot with the bus shelter in sight, only to find themselves having to retrace 
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their steps when confronted with a chain-link fence 1.5 m high separating the 

shelter from the parking lot. Given the high standard of OC Transpo (the regional 

muniapal transit authority) service once the buses arrive, fill, and depart, as well as 

the routes serviced, it is only natural to assume that problems in delivering patrons 

rests with the facility. 

4.2 Conclusions 

The most startling fact observed in the course of the site visits was the fad that each 

venue did one thing extraordinarily better than the others (signage in Calgary, for 

example), and one thing much poorer than the others (ambient sound in 

Edmonton), with virtually no overlap, as shown in Tables 1 and 2, pages 36 and 67. 

Whether the building was old or new, spechcally designed for hockey or more 

than one sport, or privately- or publicly-financed, did not matter. When this was 

mentioned in the later visits, every guide expressed surprise and curiosity about 

what their site did well (or not so well!), and how it compared to the others. That 

such disparity exists was both interesting and puzzling, as given the limited 

number of venues, purposes, and designers, a casual observer might have expected 

a higher degree of similarity. 

That being said, there was no one venue that performed sufficiently well in all 

categories to be wd as an overall model for either retrofitting existing facilities or 

to create new ones. At best, one could look at Tomnto as having the most 

appropriate range solutions installed, although their shortcomings have been 

previously noted. But given the fad that it is the newest, that should have been 

perhaps expected in such a survey that was conducted for this MDP. 



On the negative side, the author was somewhat surprised about how poorly (with 

the notable exception of the handrails throughout the lower bowl area) Montreal 

performed in this review, given its relatively recent consuaion date. Original 

expectations were that the two oldest facilities (Calgary and Edmonton) would fare 

poorest in the review, and while they certainIy have their faults, overall 

impressions would rank Montrkal below them. 

There were also other factors that were not considered in this review that could 

have been analyzed. One would be to examine the seating more closely, inciuding 

accesses from the aisles and stairways. This situation can be problematic for people 

having to deal with visual impairments while trying to manoeuvre a child, a 

concession item, or an umbrella all at the same time. Vancouver has installed drink 

holders on the backs of seats to reduce tripping, for example, and Toronto has seats 

on aisles with flip-up arms to accommodate large-sized patrons. 

The fact remains, however, that there b no one "best" solution to any problem, and 

by conducting such reviews as is contained in this MDP, distributing the 

information among and between the participants, and looking for cost-effective and 

innovative solutions, that not only hockey arenas, but other large structwes 

similarly used for a large number of patrons, can be improved for the visual- and 

hearing-impaired. 
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5. Recommendations 

It would be both simplistic and foolish to promulgate a series of recommendations 

that would involve only "total" solutions: each building is unique - 
architecturally, financially and, in its own way, emotionally, from the standpoint of 

"sense of place" - from the others. Moreover, merely instituting a series of 

physical changes, whether structural or other, entails interaction with a host of 

other factors involved in the management of such buildings, most importantly, 

economic realities. 

Gifford and Martin (1991) define "desireability" of implementing changes as the 

product of urgency times the number of persons affected, divided by the cost. 

Those venues with signage perceived as lacking would find that improving it, 

perhaps in conjunction with ensuring that patrons can provide feedback on 

effectiveness, would be a worthwhile investment. 

Yet it is often small things - a plethora of feedback cards, brochures detailing 

services for patrons, helpful staff, even carpets for service animals to keep them 

warm on cold concrete floors - that can bridge the gap between a poor and a 

comfortable experience. Such touches can often be instituted at lower cost than 

retrofitting massive structural renovations; see Appendix 4 for an example of the 

tt&ure available in Toronto. 
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5.2 Futwm Construction 

f i e  major hope is for changes to the National Building Code, as well as provincial 

standards, to require future construction to be more assistive for the visual- and 

hearing-impaired. Many of the appropriate solutions are easily implemented (both 

from design and cost perspectives) at the drawing board, although instituting such 

changes would likely require a great deal of political will on behalf of federal and 

provincial legislators. Whether or not they can be persuaded to "do the right thing" 

in this regard will likely become easier as architects, contractors, and other 

members of the building industry find that such adjustments not only become in 

their "best interest," but will be demanded by more cognizant and sensitive clients. 

As a start, an extensive examination of current implementation of the Americans 

with Disabilities Act (ADA) should be conducted, with a view towards 

incorporating appropriate architectural sections into the National Building Code. In 

conjunction with such a review, other studies of the effectiveness of those portions 

of ADA that deal specifically with visual- and hearing-impaired persons, which 

may well include an update of publications issued by the US. Department of 

Housing and Urban Development, Office of Policy Development and Research 

(1979), would be appropriate. Examination of how these factors contribute to the 

state of other hockey arenas (primarily in the United States, but ako around the 

world) would d o w  provide insights into additional solutions. 

Improving the utilization of POE as r tool would also be seen to be of great value in 

this regad, whether utilizing the manifesto of Preiser and Vischer (1991), P e r ' s  

(1989b) more strict, performance-based format, or greater expansion of Sommer's 
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work - or, preferably, a wholistic synthesis of the previous attempts to codify the 

process - with particular emphasis on "perception" versus pure "number- 

gathering." That POE is still practiced in Canada, Sweden, and Brazil to a greater 

extent than in the United States is somewhat comforting, although it is primarily 

done solely on publicly funded offices and health-care facilities (Bechtel, 1989; 

Farbstein, 1989; Parshall, 1989; Ventre, 1989; Zeisel, 1989). 

5.2.1 A Proposed Solution 

U presented with the opportunity to work on a potential arena project, there are a 

number of items that should, in particular, be addressed at the design phase to 

insure as many could be implemented as possible. These fall into two categories: 

the strictly design-related and management/opation-related. 

62.1. I &sign-Relad issues 

Floors and comdors would have textured surfaces, limiting the use of polished 

concrete and linoleum, with colour and texture changes directing patrons 

appropriately. Where possible, low-pile, antistatic carpets would installed to reduce 

ambient sound transmissions. 

Acoustic studies to reduce transmission of s o d s  bouncing from ceilings would be 

conducted, and an appropriate solution (acoustic tile or other material, or changes 

in the design of the ceiling) implemented to reduce ambient transmission of sound 

in both bowl and public corridor areas. 

Food service areas would be organized along the periphery of the main public 

corridors, leaving the middle free for patrons to move to and from seating areas. 
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Signage would be of such size as to be visible at a distance of at least 10 m, utilizing 

pictograms and appropriate typefaces (no preference for either serif or sans-serif). 

Colour of signage to harmonize with general design. but should be high on the 

visibility scale (Chart 1) without becoming imitating or contributing to visual 

clutter. 

A commitment to install handrails on all stairways in the bowl asea would be 

instrumental in providing assistance to all patrons with a reduced-accident 

environment, reducing legal costs for management in the event of lawsuits, and in 

providing positive experiences that encourage repeat business on the part of 

attendees. 

Increased stainvay marking should also implemented; this would indude texture 

and colour, reflectivity, and enlarged size of row and seat numbers/letters to enable 

all patrons to find their places quiddy and easily 

Major entry and exit areas should have appropriate s i p g e  to improve the flow of 

patrons entering the facility, as well as returning to the parking area or public 

transports tion stop. 

A percentage of seats with bdt-in terminals to assist the visual- and hearing- 

impaired to better follow the game should be installed, subsidized. if necessary., to 

allow their cost to be amortized over the entire budget. 
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5.2.1.2 Monu~t/Opcrahon-Relafed Issues 

A number of the management/operation-related issues are easily achieved without 

excessive costs being generated: this would indude the elimination of sound-and- 

light shows prior to the event and the ear-splitting sounds generated when the 

home team scores. 

Producing a brochure to promote the arena's facilities for the visual- and hearing- 

impaired would likely increase patronage by persons so afflicted, and thus would 

result in a net gain of income; such an example is contained as Appendix 4. 

Increased promotion of all the changes from a "business-as-usual" arena has been 

shown (Farmer, Mulrooney, and Ammon, 1996) to generate interest from users 

previously not targeted for marketing campaigns. 

Hand-in-hand with the increased publiaty would also include providing more 

training for usher staff in dealing with the visual- and hearing impaired to ensure 

they are both sensitive to the issues and able to provide assistance in finding 

solutions to specific problems. Such dedicated staff, such as the Fan Advocate in 

Toronto and the Handicapped Services Cmrdinator in V'ver, can be of great 

use as resource people for the general staff* 

Additionally, feedback should be sdicited on a rrgular and recurring basis, by in- 

house surveys, distribution of comment cards, and local polling to determine areas 

of potential problems and posslile solutions. Currently, Calgary and Toronto 

encourage patrons to voice concerns (Calgary by use of comment cards placed 

throughout the facility, Toronto by use of the Fan Advocate), and incorporate 

suggestions when possible. 
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6. Suggestions for Further Research 

This MDP has barely scratched the surface in investigative research, and, in fact, 

has raised more questions than it has answered in the collection of disparate 

information that previously was not connected. There are, for example, a number of 

existing experimental projects that have not been examined, as they are not 

currently being tested in Canada for a number of reasons, primarily economic ones. 

As well, advances in acoustics and communications technology are being made 

constantly, with new materials developed around the world. 

6.1 Existing Experimental Ptoiects 

Some of the experimental projects cunently in trial include Braille pin boards that 

use technology contained within the puck to pinpoint its location and transmit it to 

an electronic board. While technically successful at a low level, problems still 

remain with enabling the puck to meet the standards of the sport (for weight and 

temperahue) while embedding the computer chip needed to transmit its location. 

MCI Center in Wshington, DC, another recent hockey construction project, has a 

number of seats equipped with interactive terminals that allow visually-impaired 

patrons a better view of play and hearing-impaired visitors the ability to have 

dosed-captioning displayed. While these technologies are not "new" pa their 

use with the facility is. 

Continued development of the "Smartsound" public address system (Fitzgerald 

and Trim, 1998) needs to be monitored closely for application to arenas, and other 

similar proposals studied cacefully for potential use. 
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6..2 Other Refated Lines of Rematch 

A wide range of other issues and lines of investigation arose when conducting the 

initial academic readings and the site visits, both from patrons, management, and 

individual situations observed while in the field. It became obvious that no serious 

study of hockey arenas could be conducted without investigating the economic 

situation on the Canadian NHL teams. That most of the persons interviewed for 

this MDP commented that it was unlikely that there would be any other teams 

besides Toronto and Montreal still playing in Canada within ten years was a 

sobering thought. 

As mentioned in Section 4.2, an investigation into the ergonomics, placement, and 

labelling of seating could form a productive line of research in and of itself. There is 

also the matter of making arenas safer places, with additional research needed into 

air quality issues (both for patrons and players), and especially~ the matter of the 

various styles and forms of safety glass, including installation, height, and methods 

to make it less hazardous to both players and spectators. Given the number of 

injuries incutred in the 1999-2000 hockey season, this issue has become more 

pressing and is of great concern to both teams and patrons. 

On a larger scale, there is also the expansion of POE in order to improve the overall 

experience of patrons. There are many problems inherent with such broad-based 

investigations, however, including the assimilation of Widely-diverse areas of 

expertise, and a perceived assumption that such lowest common denominator 

solutions result in poor experiences for all. 
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Appendix 1 

Stock questions asked at each venue: 

1. When was the building constructed? Has it had a refit, and if so, when? 
What was done and why? Did it make the building easier for the visual- and 
hearing-impaired to use? 

2. What is the seating capaaty? 

3. Do you provide specific facilities for the visual- and hearing-impaired? 

4. Is there much demand for these s e ~ c e s ?  

5. Do you produce a publication to assist handicapped visitors? 

6. What do you feel are the biggest problems in dealing with patrons who have 
visual or hearing difficulties? 

7- Do you feel you provide these patrons with a good experience at  hockey 
games? Why? 

8. What additional fadlities would you like to provide? What are the barriers 
to doing so? 

9. How do you think your facility compares to the other NHL arenas in 
Canada? Why? 

Depending on the answers provided, or speaf~c items identified by the interviewer, 

additional follow-up questions were posed. 
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S i  Evaluation Form 

Weighted average taken of results for each question in each category (weights for 

each question indicated on data form). The subjective question regarding "comfort 

level" (CL) was noted for each concern and each venue, but is not used in the 

primary caldation In parentheses following each question is the basic evaluation 

scale; numbers posted in the raw data table that follows may fall in between those 

noted below in selected cases. The means and Ct for each form the matrix on 

page 36, with additional noted remarks forming the basis of the general 

commentary. 

Visual 

Floon/Comdors 

a. What are the floors made of? (Polished conaete/linoleum, 5 points; 
textured concrete, 3 points; carpeting, 1 point) 

b. Are they decorated? (No, 5 points; coloured or textured, 3 points; 
coloured and textured, 1 point) 

c. How wide is the main public corridor? Valk 2-3 abreast, 5 points; 
4-6,s points; more than 6 , l  point) 

d. How wide are secondary comdors (private boxes, etc.)? 
(Walk 2 abreast, 5 points; H, 3 points; more than 4,l point) 

e. Amount of lighting to discern visual dues? 
(High (glare) or low (dim), 5 points; appropriate, 1 point) 

f. Physical clearance? (Unmarked projections, obstacles, sharp comers or 
edges, 1 point each, to a maximum of 5) 
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g. What are the overall sound levels? (Excessive, 5 points; normal range of 
hearing, 2 points; quiet, 1 point) 

h Does the ambient sound level interfere with interpersod communication? 
(Yes, 5 points; sometimes, 3 points; no, 1 point) 

i. Are announcements heard easily? 
(No, 5 points; sometimes, 3 points; yes, 1 point) 

a. (.IS) 

b. (.IS) 

c. (.lo) 

d. (.lo) 

e. (.lo) 

f. (-10) 

g (*lo) 

h. (.lo) 

i. (-10) 

Mean 

CL 

Stoin 

a. What are the stairs made of? (Polished concrete/metal, 5 points; 
textured concrete, 3 points; carpeting, 1 point) 

b. . Are they decorated? (No, 5 points; coloured or textured, 3 points; 
coloured and textured, 1 point) 

c. Are all the stairs in a run of equal tread and riser dimensions? 
(No, 5 points; Yes, 1 point) 
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d. Are handrails provided to facilitate movement? (5 points; deduct 1 point 
each for handrails in lower bowl area, upper bowl area, doublelevel 
handrails, both sides of ramps, and any other example that exceeds NBC 
standards) 

e. Are the stairs wide enough to accommodate use at busy times? 
(No, 5 points; Yes, 1 point) 

f. What are the overall sound levels? (Excessive, 5 points; normal range of 
hearing, 2 points; quiet, 1 point) 

g. Does the ambient sound level interfere with interpersonal communication? 
(Yes, 5 points; sometimes, 3 points; no, 1 point) 

h. Are announcements heard easily? 
(No, 5 points; sometimes, 3 points; yes, 1 point) 

Van- Calgary Ed- tbmmta Onowo Monhol 

a. (.175) 

b. (.175) 

c. (.l25) 

d. (.125) 

e. (.lo) 

f. (-10) 

g (-10) 

h. (.lo) 

Mean 

CL 
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Signage 

a. Are signs present, easy to locate, and of appropriate size? (No items, 
5 points; one. 4 p o w ;  any two items, 3 points; all, 1 point) 

b. Is the in€ormation readable? (No, 5 points; appropriate typography/ 
pictogram or colour contrast, 3 points; appropriate typography/pictogram 
and colour contrast, 1 point) 

C. If the signs uses pictograms instead of words, are they easily translatable? 
(None, 5 points; some, 3 points; all, 1 point) 

d. Is there suffiaent information to be useful for patrons? 
(Needs major work, 5 points; needs some work. 3 points; 
needs no work, 1 point) 

a. (.30) 2 1 2 3 3 4 

b. (30) I 1 1 2 3 1 

c. (.20) 3 1 3 3 4 3 

d. (.20) 3 1 2 3 3 5 

Mean 2 1 2 3 3 5 

CL 3 1 2 2 3 5 

The wayfinding tasks were evaluated subjectively by ease and speed with which 

the task was able to be performed by the waluator, as per the methodology 

discussed in Chapter 1 and illustrated on page 67. 
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Appendix 3 

General Sit4 Comments 

1. Vancouver 

Vancouver's General Motors Place, opened in 1996, is home to both the Vancouver 

Canucks of the NHL and the Vancouver Griulies of the National Basketball 

Association, and also hosts musical concerts and other large events. It is well 

situated next to a Skytrain (rapid transit) station and has a number of aty and 

suburban bus routes within a three-block radius. While the sxnallest of the arenas 

visited (seating capaaty for hockey is approximately 18,000), it has been wedged in 

between the Georgia Street Viaduct in downtown Vancouver, adjacent to British 

Columbia Place (football stadium) and the fonner location of Expo 86, so that 

urban patrons can access the facility with ease. 

All handicapped visitors can take advantage of a special guestservices staffer if 

they require assistance. For visually-impaid persons accompanied by a guide 

dog, the facility prwides a carpet for the dog's comfort. 

2. Calgary 

Calgary's Canadian Airlines Saddledome was constructed in 1984 and renovated in 

1995. This unique structure was designed spechcally to host the Calgary Flames, as 

well as some of the events for the XV Olympic Winter Games; the recent renovation 

was to add more private boxes and a p d u m  dub seating area in the lower bowl. 

Calgary is the only venue that provides postage-paid comment cards throughout 

the arena, and seems to take the feedback seriously, as they are in the process of 

producing a brochure to inform handicapped patrons of the services they offer. 
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Sightlines from the seating are generally excellent, with the exception being in the 

upper bowl where large-saeen monitors are prwided - Calgary is the only 

venue that provides such an alternative for the visually-impaired. Unfortunately, 

the display of penalties on the main scoreboard is very poor, with small numbers 

at the lower edge of the &splay. Because of the angle of the display, patrons in the 

upper bowl are deprived of this information. 

3. Edmontan 

Skyreach Centre, constructed in 1974 and renovated in 1994, is the oldest of the 

venues visited. While there is recognition on the part of the management that the 

building does not do a suffiaent job of catering to patrons with visual and aural 

difficulties, doubts about the future of the Edmonton Oiler franchise (the major 

tenant of the building) because of ownership and escalating costs means there is 

neither the impetus nor the ability to construct a new facility. Because the 

building was specifically constructed to house hockey, it also has the most "sense 

of place" of all the arew toured. 

Of all the venues visited, Edmonton has the most extensive sound and light show 

preceding the game. All lights in the bowl area are extinguished for 

approximately five minutes, and extensive use of strobe and laser lights, as well 

as sustained, high-volume music and announcements are imposed on the 

audience, many of whom are trying to locate their seats prior to the singing of the 

national anthems. This poses a significant visual hazard and the aural component 

of such volume and duration could be a overwhehing contributor to hearing 

loss or damage, as well as disorienting patrons. 



4. Torom 

The newest (opened in February 1999) venue visited, Air Canada Centre in Toronto 

has benefited fmm the presence of both Toronto Maple Leaf President Ken Dryden, 

who is an advocate for accessibility for older patrons, and Vice-president Tom 

Anselmi, who held a similar position during the early years in Vancouver at 

General Motors Place and who was instrumental in ensuring that a specific staff 

position to deal with handicapped patrons was created there. A similar person 

(with the official title of "fan advocate") is also in residence in Toronto (although 

she was not available during the site visit), and printed material describing the 

facilities available for handicapped patrons is also available. 

Corel Centre is located in KaMta, a western suburb of Ottawa, and was opened in 

January 1996. Seating 18,SOO patrons for hockey - the Ottawa Senators are the only 

primary tenant, although there are other private businesses, including a health 

dub, contained in the building - it is unlike the other five NHL uew in Canada, 

as it is neither conveniently located in or near the core nor serviced by permanent 

public transportation, which results in massive traffic jams and limited express bus 

service on event days. 

The relative isolation of the fadlity also has meant that additional, hockey-related 

events, such as the AU-Star Game, which has been awarded to cities with new 

arenas in recent years, have bypassed Corel Centre. With the withdrawal of such 

remunerative events (not only for the building itself, but also for the surrounding 

communities), resulting financial problems have impacted the installation of 

interior fittings to assist visually- and hearing-impaired patrons. 
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6. Montrhl 

Molson Centre was opened in the heart of downtown MonMal in 1995 to replace 

the Montdal Forum8 located approximately 2 km to the west. The Club de Hockey 

Canadien8 which owns both the team and the facility, refused to participate in this 

MDP, d h g  a long-standing company rule, and attempts to formally interview any 

personnel, either in French or English, proved fruitless. Thus, in order to complete 

the survey for this document, the author purchased tickets for both the English- 

language tour and for a hockey game. 

When queried on the tour about facilities for handicapped visitors, the guide 

would answer either "we don't have anything like that" or simply shrug and 

indicate that she did not know or care to find out. 

Because of the inability to take as many pichues (or p & i c 8  non-"tourist" pictures) 

as desired without raising suspicions, or to have access to the laptop computer 

used to make notes, observations about this facility are somewhat less detailed than 

for the other venues. While this situation interfered somewhat with a complete 

analysis of the facility in comparison with the other five arenas, it also had the 

advantage of enabling the author to experience the building as an ordinary patron 

instead of an acknowledged academic visitor. 
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